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introduction

2017 marks the advent of a digital and ultra-connected individual at the
heart of the value creation system … ultimately very far from the end
consumer at the end of the supply and information chain.

COMMERCE RELOADED OVERVIEWS

Beyond continuous market intelligence … 3 
essential places for innovating wisely!

The major international trade shows have acclaimed the advances of
ambient retail. Boosted by growing audiences, these ritual gatherings are
becoming increasingly unavoidable in a world in perpetual motion, where
innovation has its share of prerequisites.

Although they analyse the environment on an ongoing basis, Echangeur's
experts follow this rule and travel to attend and report on these events,
stakeholders of the digital revolution.

In chronological order, the Web Summit in Lisbon, the CES in Las Vegas
and the Retail’s Big Show in New-York all provide their share of
information and adrenalin. They are pointers to trends in an accelerating
retail industry.

Lastly, they prompt use to anticipate an unprecedented value creation
model, along with a new way of approaching retail on a daily basis.
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@CES: AT THE HEART OF ECOSYSTEMS

For its fiftieth anniversary last January, the Consumer Electronics Shows
(CES) attracted 175,000 visitors and 3,500 technological exhibitors, including
250 from France, the 3rd largest delegation after the USA and China!

The CES is like a giant jigsaw puzzle. Covering hundreds of square metres, as
far as the eye could see, were hundreds of robots, AI, VR, AR, smart fridges,
smart glasses, smart clothes, smart cars and smart homes. Because from
now on everything is SMART.

These endless aisles conceal the high stakes involved in establishing far-
reaching ecosystems. These aim to control each area of our life moments, on
the pretext of making our life easier!

Admittedly Amazon was not strictly speaking at the party, far from the
gargantuan temples of demonstrations showcased by Samsung, Panasonic,
Intel, Sony and their like.

And yet, Jeff Bezos's company, and more particularly Amazon Alexa, was on
everyone's lips. Wandering down the aisles, visitors couldn't ignore the
ubiquitous omnipresence of the American e-commerce giant. Alexa has been
announced as the inseparable guarantor of the artificial intelligence of the
future; as evidenced by the numerous partnerships already in place in
different sectors: the motor industry (Ford, Volkswagen), the home
(Whirlpool), telephony (Huawei) …
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@EXPERIENCE NRF: NEW SHOPPER PRACTICES

In the East of the USA, under the neon signs of Time Square, the NRF Big
show 2017 held its 106th edition ten days after the CES. This event was a
much more intimate affair!

Only 34,000 visitors from 94 countries attended it. American presence largely
dominated the le podium with more than 25,000 participants, compared with
roughly a thousand Canadians and Brazilians, respectively in 2nd and 3rd

place, just ahead of France. Here the party was above all dedicated to the
3,300 retailers, the priority target.

The same technological acronyms as at the CES were on everyone’s lips (VR,
AR, AI, IOT), for customer-centric uses. These technologies guarantee a
smart store responsive to the slightest behaviour patterns of its visitors.

Alexa was the priestess at the CES, but it was her acolyte IBM's Watson that
commanded everyone's attention. He gave the impression of freeing retailers
from Amazon's threatening yoke.

While Retail’s Big show appeals through its concrete showcasing of the
importance of technological innovation in retail, the geographical location of
the show at the heart of New York takes the show beyond the Javits Center.
Because the Big Apple is an excellent outpost for the new UX (User
Experience). Visits to retail stores like Nike Store, Rent The Run Away, True
Religion, Cadillac House, Eatsa, Sonos or Pirch are inspiring experiences and
they alone are worth a ticket for New-York.

@WEBSUMMIT: REMINISCENT OF SILICON VALLEY 

Two months earlier, the WebSummit was held in Lisbon. The venue presented
topographic and climatic similarities to San Francisco and conveyed the
momentum of the siliconization of a Europe on the march …

Considered historically as the Davos of start-ups, the WebSummit is steadily
extending its global influence with the active participation of France, which
was in the world Top 4 in terms of presence, after the United States, the
United Kingdom and Germany. The last edition attracted 42,000 participants
from 134 countries. In total, 2,141 start-ups were exhibitors, including 190
French start-ups.

Compared with Dublin 2015, which we felt was boorish and fresh out of the
garage, the Portuguese edition was more appearance-conscious and
bourgeois. The number of start-ups was halved compared with the 2015
edition, no doubt to make way for the great many and generous sponsors of
the most eagerly-awaited European Tech event.

With fewer start-ups at the event, one could be forgiven for expecting to see
less creativity and madness. However, we have to admit that through our
discussions on the minimalist stands of the start-ups (Alpha, Beta or Meta
categories), the sales pitches and conferences, 2016 edition was highly
instructive. The WebSummit is obviously an unmissable show for identifying
best practices and the future impacts of new technologies on our lifestyles.
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For the 6th edition of Commerce Reloaded, Echangeur's experts confirm a key
trend observed in recent years: the breakthrough of seamless, customized,
instantaneous and conversational ambient retail. At the heart of this trend is a
shift towards the digitalizing of all our life moments, even our most intimate
one: our identity.

Where ID my Mind? 
…When the all-digital reinvents clientelism and 
client

At our last Innovate Service Centric event devoted to the new customer
experience, we mentioned the end of an era. At the lowest ebb of this
“Schumpeterian” wave, our society is indeed faced with a challenge: that of an
era driven by new digital technologies and giving birth to unprecedented forms
of intermediation. After the past impacts of solitary technologies, vast
ecosystems are now forming, in which value is created more by the links
between innovations rather than by the innovations taken separately.

The technological impacts analysed at the Commerce Reloaded foreshadow an
acceleration of the phenomenon. They confirm the conviction that the
forthcoming cycle will generate new models much more quickly and ultimately
… kill of the former ones.

With the advent of 5G, ambient retail and more generally the virtualization of
our everyday life will undoubtedly accelerate. A new door is opening in favour
of real-time virtualization of all possibilities. 5G for instance enables the

development of the driverless car through the instantaneousness of decision-
making. It makes content production commonplace and offers ordinary
mortals means of expression that are just as sophisticated as conventional
media. Juggling with an infinite number of devices proliferated by the Internet
of Things, smartphone owners will benefit from the services of limitless
artificial intelligence. Virtual reality will open up new paths to a more tangible
e-commerce and to novel experiences.

The individual of the new millennium is becoming the central link in the value
creation chain thanks to the blockchain principle. This logic of
disintermediation in the extreme will inevitably reinvent the role of the trusted
third parties of retailers and trademarks. In the end, all-digital will lead to the
disappearance of sticking points in shopping and its share of constraints. The
customer experience will be more fluid and celebrate an ever more recreational
and experience-centric retail industry.

Amazon accelerates the breakthrough. With its widely talked about Amazon
Go and widely propagated Amazon Echo, the American retail giant
demonstrates tangible advances: those of an ecosystem of ambient services
that will see the disappearance of the old markers of retail in favour of a
seamless experience enriched with services on a daily basis. And it is not
alone: Alibaba is pursuing the same service aggregation strategy in China. All
sectors are potentially affected, including banks, the motor industry and
health.
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This ambient retail is facilitated by the simplification of consumer
authentication. The giants of the new retail are investing huge sums in
biometric recognition solutions in order to streamline and foster complete
trust in the user experience. In the same way as our civil ID, these giants strive
to create our digital ID.

“Digital ID as a service” is ultimately the cornerstone of the new millennium's
retail ecosystems, which is emerging in the form of 6 major trends:

5G AT THE HEART OF THE VIRTUALIZATION OF TOMORROW'S WORLD

5G, the driving force behind the next digital age? By 2020, mobile networks
will upgrade to 5G, thereby boosting data rates tenfold. An acceleration that
heralds the realistic prospect of an IoT economy managing our everyday
existence.

THE END OF THE MEDIA, THE WORLD IS BECOMING A PRODUCER OF
CONTENT

Are the media lost in the crowd, you or vice versa? Everyone has a camera in
their pocket, for better or worse. With the advent of live broadcasts on social
media, we are all the television producers of tomorrow's events, political
demonstrations, concerts, the Olympic Games, thereby bypassing the major
networks…

TRADITIONAL RETAIL WILL BECOME IOT/AI AND SMART, OR IT WILL
DISAPPEAR

The Internet of Things and artificial intelligence to the rescue of Retail? The
Internet of Things will amass astronomical quantities of data on all
consumers. Data that can only be accessed and used via artificial intelligence.
Such AI can adapt a store's procurement strategy or even a retailer's
marketing strategy. AI will reinvent daily life in the home, in the car or at work.

THE WORLD OF BRICKS AND MORTAR TAKES SHAPE IN VIRTUAL REALITY

Virtual reality, the new paradigm of e-commerce? Virtual reality is indeed real,
it surrounds our everyday through entertainment, but it will impact on tens of
sectors, from staff training to the purchase of our future car.

THE BLOCKCHAIN BEYOND PAYMENT

Will the Blockchain impose itself in the consumption value chain? Consumers
are in search of transparency after numerous food-related scandals.
Cybercrime is thriving, with multiple customer databases being hacked. The
blockchain, through its authentication process, will be able just as easily to
certify the origin of meat at a butcher's as validate a financial transaction for a
property purchase.

7|  Trend Report #CommerceReloaded 2017 |
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WHEN DIGITAL INTRUDES INTO EVERYTHING SENSORY…

Does the future lie in experience versus digital? Yes, technology is taking giant
steps forward, but paradoxically it is mostly transparent in bricks-and-mortar
stores. The young generations in search of meaning and experiences want to
live a unique moment whenever they visit a store. The store is turning into a
playground and living environment to generate yet more footfall.

These 6 trends should be able to cope with the ecosystems being set up by the
Techtitans, with Amazon leading the way. China or the United States, what
place will Europe have in these new life paradigms?

AMAZON, OR THE ADVENT OF THE INDUSTRY OF LIFE…

Amazon, the online retail giant, keeps unsettling conventional practices. Its
innovations in the supply chain or artificial intelligence sustain the mantra of
their CTO Werner Vogel: “Everything is software, you no longer need to worry
about machines, yeah?”. Capitalizing on Alexa, its artificial intelligence, Amazon
Echo will become the life assistant of the Prime community. Already well-
established in the USA, the system is developing in Europe. With a world of
multiple ubiquitous services, Amazon is in the process of reinventing retailing
methods and raising the stakes.

ECOSYSTEMS ARE ON THE MARCH.

Who is best placed to win the battle? The giants of Silicon Valley, of China or
even industry itself are all infiltrating all moments of our lives under the guise
of AI, of algorithms. They are becoming our main unique service providers. Are
you ready to sign up for a life package controlling each of your life moments?
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this vital organ 
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1/ Ubiquitous celerity

@INTERNET LIFESTYLE EVERYWHERE FOR EVERYONE

25 years after the creation of the Internet, more than half the world's
population is connected. In one year users have increased by 10% (source :
GlobalWebIndex). Half of the connected population have already made an
online purchase. By way of example, in France only 12% of French households
are Resolutely Offline, compared with 37% 8 years ago.

Principle: Correlate with digital engagement (equipment, uses), the E-
Shoppers typology maps the level of maturity of the French with regard to
digital technology.

#MOBILE IS ME!

There are nearly 5 billion mobile phone owners in the world, 2/3 of mankind.
40% of mobile web users have a smartphone, which offers access to

interaction-rich ecosystems. Destined to become commonplace, these
veritable extensions of the self guarantee their owners the end of boredom.

Never alone again… with my mobile.

The mobile is thus imposing itself as the essential tool for the connected
consumer. Mobile sales throughout the world are forecast to reach 650 billion
dollars by 2019 against 170 billion in 2016 (source Statista).

As an example, on Black Friday 2016 in the United States, 60% of e-commerce
traffic originated from a mobile, compared with roughly 50% in 2015 (source
IBM). At Walmart, this figure was as much as 70%. On that Black Friday,
mobiles generated 44% of online sales (source IBM) for all commerce sites.

#MOBILE DIGITAL HUB

The smartphone is now a veritable computer. Tomorrow it will manage virtual
reality or augmented reality, as a high-end gaming computer does nowadays.
It will also be the control centre for the wearables worn by the consumer. It will
no doubt allow consumers to pay for their purchases, analyse their behaviour
or even their health. It is on the way to becoming the veritable personal
assistant we have been talking about at Echangeur for 5 years.
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A mobile at the heart of an ecosystem of devices and artificial intelligence.

Google CEO Sundar Pichaia announced that 2016 would be a pivotal year.
Because Google's priority is no longer the mobile but rather artificial
intelligence. It will be found in all connected devices, including mobiles.

Facing a potential loss of its hegemony, the mobile nonetheless remains the
key to tomorrow's retail and to self expression. By way of illustration, the
mobile's camera lets everyone produce content and images. Images can be
shared on platforms like Facebook, Snapchat, Wechat, Instagram, Pinterest…
They could be the input for future artificial intelligence, which will guide us
through unprecedented customer paths-to-purchase.

@Amazon, boss of the customer experience

Images are also at the heart of the new Amazon Go concept. Its video has
already viewed all over the world! It conveys the fantasy of a seamless store
where image recognition enables customers to pay for their shopping without
going through checkout.

Amazon has shaken American retailers for years. By 2019 the American giant
should be in the top 10 of US food retailers. More generally, in 2016 Amazon
became the major starting point for online purchasers' product searches .
According to Bloomreach Inc, Amazon accounts for 55% of searches,
compared with 44% in 2015. A sharp rise in influence!
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[source :  Bloomreach Inc]

[source :  Statista January 2017]

[source Bloomreach Inc]
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Albeit not its main feature used, 32% of Alexa users have already purchased a
product at least once on Amazon Prime through artificial intelligence.

#INNOVATE SERVICE-CENTRIC !

In-store footfall has fallen by 10% in the USA over the past five years,
according to payments.com. And yet 90% of sales are still made in bricks-and-
mortar stores. Ultimately it's the customer experience and its consumption
model that is changing. Customers increasingly favour services over products.

According to Kantar Retail, in 2020, for each dollar spent on the product, 2
dollars will be spent on services.

Well-known to shoppers in France and Europe, Click&Collect is booming in the
United States. Walmart saw the volume of its online orders with in-store
collection double in 2016.

#DIGITALNATIVE, THE DISRUPTION IN SHOPPING

Generational processes have let to shoppers being split into 4 categories: the
boomers, the Gen-X, the Millennials and the Gen-Z.

In reality, what counts is digital engagement, particularly the fact of being (or
not being) a native adopter.

A native digital adopter demonstrates very particular abilities. Born with a
mobile in one hand and a joystick in the other, the famous generation-Z and a
good deal of the Millennial generation live at a digital pace. 51% of native
digital adopters purchase online as a priority. 65% of them read reviews and
nearly 40% use collection lockers like Amazon Lockers.
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1/ Ubiquitous celerity

More independent and well-versed in self shopping, nearly 60% of native
digital adopters dream of an automated checkout using RFID: the fantasy of
the automatically scanned shopping trolley that everyone has been dreaming
of for over 15 years and that Amazon is attempting to realize with its Amazon
Go concept.

According to WD partners, by 2025 it is the native digital generation that will
dominate the retail customer base all over the world. According to this think
tank, people born in 2025 may never hear of bricks-and-mortar stores, bank
branches or even paper catalogues.

These projections are by no means fanciful.

It is essential that retailers realize that 34% of children aged 3 or 4 regularly
use Youtube, as do 54% of children in the 5 to 7 year age bracket and 73% of 8
to 11 year-olds…a digital revolution that kicks in when they're barely out of
nappies!

At a time when children consume digital from their early childhood, retailers
must take the initiative to attract and appeal to these future consumers.

But how? How to plan ahead? Is Amazon Go the ultimate solution? Can the
customer experience in the physical world raise the stakes in response to all-
digital?
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[source :  WD Partners]
[source :  WD Partners]

[source :  Echangeur]

Even Zara is currently testing RFID checkout in
New York, even though the staff in the
Broadway store are unaware of this.
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5G is coming, it is already being tested in Asia. What impact will it have on the
daily life of consumers and retailers? What new prospects for technological
innovation will there by?

Nowadays we can pick up the current 4G signal on our phones mainly in urban
areas. Its speed is 300 Mbps at best. This data rate has democratized the
mobile Internet all over the world. It has eliminated a degree of latency in
accessing content. It has thus enabled consumers to access increasingly data-
hungry digital content, videos in particular.

With 5G, we should be aware that the data rate will soar to 10 Gbps, 33 times
faster than 4G. Latency will then be in the region of the millisecond, compared
with roughly half a second in 4G.

2-1 WHAT PARADIGM WITH 5G?

Beyond the considerable data stream that 5G will be able to handle, latency is
the most important factor in this new standard. For instance, one millisecond
latency will boost the responsiveness of a driverless car in the face of
imminent danger. 5G could therefore be the key to democratizing driverless
cars and therefore drive the transformation of the motor industry and more
generally of transport.

5G is also the possibility of managing in real time billions of data units
generated by the explosion of the Internet of Things over the next 15 years.
There will be over 1,000 billion connected objects throughout the world in
2025.

[source :  cnet.com]
[source :  Cisco ISBG / BBC]
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The global 5G development project aims to make it available to the general public
by 2020. Its code name is Metis. It is being led by South Korea, China, Japan, the
United States and Europe. It aims to coordinate 5G deployment and the resulting
technical aspects.

Many other countries are also working on the technological development of this
network of the future. In Europe the European 5G PPP project is underway. China
is engaged in the IMT-2020 project. The USA has involved many universities
(Stanford, NYU, UT, etc.). Private-sector players like Google and Facebook are
necessarily stakeholders.

In France, Orange is generally considered as the leader. In partnership with
Ericsson, Orange has recently demonstrated that its 5G could exceed 10 Gbps in
the laboratory. The French mobile operator and the Swedish manufacturer indeed
make this a key commercial target for the next 5 years. Their target is 500 million
subscribers.

But 5G is no longer at the laboratory research stage. This network is becoming a
reality and will be tested full-scale in

South Korea at the 2018 Winter Olympic Games in Pyeongchang. The aim is to run
the Olympic village using 5G, a dream for the press centre and journalists, who will
be able to send their video reports to the other end of the world in under 5 second.
With such a project, South Korea is striving to outstrip its rival Japanese with its
5G. Because the latter will hot the Olympic Games in Tokyo only in 2020…

5G will therefore mark the start of the all-connected era and open the door to new
fantasies. At the CES 2017, 5G whispered in the ear of the IoT …

[source :  Consortium]
[source :  Orange/Dailymotion]
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While Intel presented its 5G modem, Qualcomm demonstrated the impact of
5G of the global economy during the keynote speech of its CEO Steve
Mollenkopf. According to Qualcomm, by 2035 5G should create 22 million jobs
in the USA and new opportunities in terms of service. Steve Mollenkopf said:
“We truly believe 5G will bring new opportunity, new products and services
that have yet to be invented, make education more accessible and increase
productivity”.

Again according to Qualcomm, the health sector will be most affected. It will
represent 40% of connected objects by 2020. A point confirmed by Ericsson
France's CEO Franck Bouétard. According to him, 5G already represents a
genuine technological revolution: “Thanks to 5G a surgeon will easily be able
to carry out open-heart surgery in France without leaving his hospital in the
USA”. After transport, it is therefore the health sector that will benefit from 5G.

One can hardly imagine all the new behaviour patterns that 5G will transform
in the consumption of media, shopping or leisure. 5G becoming commonplace
for ordinary mortals means access to real time, a connected home or car, ever
present artificial intelligence, ultimately ambient or even organic virtualization
of our existence.

For business, 5G represents a tremendous opportunity to conceive and invent
tomorrow's exchanges in a world of artificial intelligence, virtual reality and
experiences. With 5G, a transformation is underway, reinventing our novel and
giving birth to unprecedented interactions. It is up to retailers to reinvent
interaction and drive the seamless ambient retail that Echangeur has been
advocating for several years.

[source :  Echangeur]

[source :  raconteur.com
]

[source :  European Com
m

ission]
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2-2 THE BOOM IN ONLINE VIDEO

Video is one of the main forms of content consumed on the web. According to
a Limelight Networks survey on the USA and the UK: 75% of web users
surveyed watch video online, 50% watch more than two hours of video online
per week, and for the youngest among them this rises to 70%. Online video is
in the process of disrupting the distribution of video content. It is no longer the
exclusive preserve of media groups and is now in the hands of the community
of online video users. In 2016 the mobile became the main device used to
watch short online videos, less that 20 minutes long on 70% of cases.

The habits of online video viewers are changing rapidly; they are using multiple
devices to view them both at home and on the move (PC, tablet, smartphone,
Apple TV, etc.). The the Millennials have abandoned conventional media and
already watch TV programmes (series, games, talk shows, etc.) mainly on the
Internet. On the other hand, older viewers are still very attached to traditional
media and prefer online video on Youtube. With these new uses, paid-for on-
demand video services are gaining momentum.

In France, the Free operator's CEO Xavier Niel has invested 5 million euros in a
new video platform for mobiles: Blackpills. This will rival Vivendi's Studio +.
Currently being launched, Blackpills offers formats of upmarket 10-minute
series aimed at attracting the Millennials to their smartphones via VOD. “New
addiction coming soon” announces the arrival of the small black pill driven by
a new consumption medium.

According to Limelight Network, over 60% of consumers of online videos have
already purchased VOD, even though 50% of them are prepared to watch ads
to avoid paying; especially when watching live events.

For its part, Facebook has become the leading video sharing platform. Content
production is not universal for all that, as only 30% of consumers of online
videos are said to be ready to share their own content. That said, 30% of 1.8
billion users is a sizeable volume, transforming this community of content
producers into a unprecedented bonanza of contributors!
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2-3 MEDIA LOST IN THE CROWD

With the advent of 5G the odds are that consumption of online video will soar,
because video streaming will then be much smoother than it currently is. 5G
will also disrupt video content sharing practices as it will be possible to
produce videos live and in high definition. Once again everything starts with
our mobile. After transforming the music industry, it will almost certainly do
likewise with the world of television. With mobiles, we all have a camera and
an Internet connection near at hand. This democratizes images on social
networks like Pinterest, Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter and naturally Facebook.
These social players have in turn launched live video functions, such as

Facebook Live, Periscope or Instagram Live. This therefore means that all the
users of such live video services can produce content in real time at events
such as concerts, an exhibition, a football match… Indeed the American
basketball league has started broadcasting matches on Facebook using the
latter's Live API. Concerts have also been broadcast live on Mark Zuckerberg's
social network, as France 24 has already done. National Geographic has
broadcast a live simulation of the Mars Society's life on Mars in the form of a
360° video. Facebook's live API will for that matter be available on TV sets very
shortly to be able to view Facebook Lives directly on one's 40-inch screen…

More generally, Facebook is currently the most popular network for sharing
video content. The social network has become a veritable media organization
even though it produces no content. Little by little it is bypassing the major
broadcasters and this trend will undoubtedly gather pace with its Live API.
Netflix's CEO concurs. Reed Hasting predicts the death of television as we
know it. Because tomorrow all content will be online.

[source :  Facebook]

[source :  Limelight Networks]
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THE SNAPCHAT CASE

The social network for teenagers and young adults created a sensation in
September 2016 by announcing its new Spectacles product: connected
sunglasses with a camera built into the frame. The user can film 10-second
video sequences (or a 30-second sequence divided into 3 10-second ones)
then publish on Snapchat. The capacity of the glasses is a hundred or so 10-
second video sequences. As battery life is always a matter of life and death for
wearables, Snapchat has come up with the idea of using the case as a charger.

Beyond this product, which is going viral in North America with connected
users, it is above all the sales strategy that is exceptional. Relying on a logic of
marketing rarity, Snapchat's sales are growing sparingly. Because Spectacles
can only be bought through dispensers called Snapbots. But the location of
these dispensers is ephemeral. It is only revealed on the spectacles.com site
and sales are limited to 24 hours!

But Snapchat has broken this rule by opening a pop-up store in New York just
opposite the Apple Store on 5th Avenue. A store that had to manage a huge
crowd during the first few days, but when we visited it for NRF 2017, it was
quite empty, suggesting that only foreign tourists came to procure the Holy
Grail of the connected millennial…

In an empty space equipped with only 3 snapbots, the experience in this
strange store was impressively seamless. Entering the store is like entering a
nightclub: You have to show your credentials then have your hand stamped
before you can access the machine. Each customer can only order 2 pairs of
Spectacles. In front of the Snapbot, customers can test different frames in
augmented reality then select their preferred colour. The augmented reality is
of good quality and gives a very good idea preview of the frame.

[source :  Echangeur]
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When you have chosen your colour, you just press the button of the matching
colour. Payment is made solely by bank card. Once you have purchased the
product and synchronized it with your Snapchat account, just press a button
to start the video recording.

No sales staff here. Just a help desk to help you configure the Spectacles
after purchase. This store would appear to match the codes of young
generations, combining exclusivity, experience, autonomy and fluidity!

Artificial intelligence has made significant progress in recent years. At the
2016 Web Summit in Lisbon, Facebook CTO Mike Schroepfer gave a brilliant
demonstration of this progress. The Web Summit was indeed broadcast live
on Facebook. Facebook's AI can now analyse the situation in a photo or a
video. It is no longer simply a question of detailing only the objects and/or
places that appear. This AI can process video content in real time, ideal for a
live broadcast.

Tomorrow a TV channel will be able to use artificial intelligence to produce a
live TV programme without a camera or cameraman. It will simply use the
video streams from the smartphone or the Snapchat Spectacles. Artificial
intelligence will be able to analyse all the images broadcast live on social
media. It will then select the best shots for a live and quality broadcast of the
event; all that with no latency thanks to 5G on the mobiles broadcasting the
content. It is the audience who act as cameramen. Welcome to the television
of 2025!

5G will therefore revolutionize the world of media and accordingly the related
advertising investments. It will also be an opportunity for brands and retailers
to produce new content but also to demonstrate the transparency that
consumers expect. Novel services need to be imagined around online images
and video beyond mere tutorials.[s
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2-4 WELCOME TO RETAIL 5.0

5G will also impact on retail in the real world, whether at home, in the street or
in the store. It will enable retail to embark on its virtualization in an industrial
manner, by deploying the Internet of Things, robots or drones in store.

2-4-1 The fantasy of geofencing

Geofencing, a technique that sends notifications to shoppers' smartphones
within a virtual geographic boundary, uses a combination of tools such as GPS,
Wifi and BLE beacons. Moreover, since December 2013 and the launch of the
iBeacon, has been one of the main themes at all editions of Retail’s Big show in
New York. That was again the case this year, even though the Beacon kept a
low profile on many stands compared with past years.

That would suggest that its long-awaited success in reaching end consumers
has not yet been confirmed. Using the Beacon to target consumer in store
raises several issues. Three conditions must be met: the retailer's mobile app
must be loaded on the smartphone, Bluetooth must be activated, and
consumers must agree to share their location to receive notifications. On the
other hand, for in-store tracking it complements Wifi. So for retailers or even
more so for brands, using only the Beacon as the main marketing level at the
point of sale is a real challenge. These problem areas must therefore be
eliminated to enable efficient deployment of the Beacon in bricks-and-mortar
stores.

On the strength of this initial feedback, Google has decided to also embark on
the Beacon adventure for several years, and last June launched Nearby, after

having launched its Eddystone Beacon in July 2015. Nearby sends a
notification to an Android mobile. Such notifications concern the promotion of
an application or a web site depending on the location of the smartphone.
Their distinctive feature is that the store's mobile app does not need to be
downloaded. Because Google is already in a mobile through its Android OS.
That is what Google defines as the “physical web”. So when an Android mobile
approaches an Eddystone Beacon for the first time, the user receives a
notification prompting him to receive location-specific content. This serves as
an opt-in to Google for future push notifications. Nearby works on all
telephones running Android KitKat 4.4 or later

[source :  github.com]
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CVS Pharmacy uses Google Nearby to send notifications promoting its photo
printing service directly from its mobile app. This has boosted the app's
download rate.

At Notre Dame University, Nearby is used as a guide to the history of the
American campus's buildings, visited by more than 2.5 million tourists a year.
At Chicago airport, United Airlines uses Nearby to encourage people to
download its mobile app.

In France, Celio is also testing Nearby in some of its stores. While Google is
the king of online site referencing, with Nearby it is tackling the referencing of
the nearby physical world, and if combined with the smartphone's browsing
history, the content can be personalized.

The FIDME BY SNAPP CASE

As geofencing raises a number of questions and concerns as regards the
return on investment, let's examine a real-world case, the ice cream brand
Magnum. A campaign was run with the contribution of Fidme by Snapp, one
of our technological partners. The purpose of this geofencing campaign was
to generate footfall in the Magnum Pleasure stores of London and Paris.
When mobiles having the Fidme mobile app entered the geofenced area of a
Magnum Pleasure Store, they received a notification with information about
the Magnum store. Once in the vicinity, a Beacon in the store measured the
effectiveness of the campaign by identifying the number of people who
received the notification and entered the store. The results: out of the
291,203 mobiles that were identified as having the mobile app installed, no
fewer than 90,000 received a notification that generated 1,785 store visits.
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Fidme has also run a campaign with Orange in the Rhône Alpes region, which
generated 944 store visits for 14,460 notifications sent within a radius of 50
metres of the stores, a conversion rate of 6.53%.

The results are very satisfactory. They are much more effective than a non-
geofenced campaign in relation to a customer catchment area. The latter
achieve no better than a 3% conversion rate. The odds are these good results
are also due to Fidme's ranking in French smartphones (4.7 million
accounts).

Beacons seem to have enjoyed some success on the last Black Friday and
Cyber Monday.

inMarket, a Beacon management platform that reaches more than 50 million
active users of mobile apps, published a convincing survey on the subject.
According to inMarket, 84% of customers use their mobile in store on those
two days. More than 14 million American shoppers were thought to have
been influenced by InMarket's Beacons during the 2016 Black Friday
weekend. Customer interaction with the platform's Beacons increased by
223% compared with 2015. This includes more than 200 brands such as
Heineken, Energizer or even Rite Aid (certainly a leverage effect through the
increase in the number of Beacons installed during the course of 2016). For
instance, on the Black Friday weekend a little-known food brand like
Johnsonville Foods saw its sales soar by 24% in a store equipped with
Beacons, compared with other retail outlets not featuring Beacons. According
to inMarket VP Communications Dave Heinzinger, Beacons make the link
between online and offline and should offer a personalized experience in real
time.

Geofencing is a combination of technological solutions. It is also a small part
of a much more influential ecosystem, the Internet of Things within a store.[source :  fidme]
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2-4-2 Transparent digitalizing of the bricks-and-mortar store

IoT (the Internet of Things) has a remote control, the consumer's mobile. It is
at the centre of interactions. These will gather pace with the communication
and data transfer possibilities offered by the 5G network.

At Home Depot the mobile is booming, with more than 30% of web traffic
done on mobiles. In this context, the IoT has become a priority of in-store
digital strategy in order to generate sales, as pointed out by Yvette Davis,
Manager of the Media strategy of the DIY retailer. Even though most of this
retailer's customers are baby boomers, Home Depot is now targeting the
Millennial and Z generations through the mobile and the Internet of Things.
“The prodigies of the mobile want personalization, they use their telephone to
find inspiration and the IoT will help us achieve that”, adds Yvette Davis.

THE TRUE RELIGION CASE

At True Religion the Beacon forms an integral part of the digitalizing strategy
of stores tested in New York at the Broadway store. Here a Beacon placed at
the store entrance identifies customers having the retailer's mobile app
installed, provided Bluetooth is activated of course. A notification with the
customer's profile is sent to the sales assistant's Apple Watch when the
customer enters the store. The sales assistant can access the customer's
purchase history, sizes purchased, etc.,…with a view to advising the customer
to best advantage. The Apple Watch can also interact with the content of the
store's screens and help determine the customer's needs, access the store's
stock position but also that of the retail chain's other stores. To quote the
sales assistant Echangeur met at True Religion: “The Apple Watch makes our
work with the customer easier. It is much more practical than a tablet or
smartphone, even if we can't yet take payments on it. On the other hand we
receive few notifications of customers entering the store.”

[source :  Echangeur]
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Naturally the IoT in stores is not limited to the Beacon, as it encompasses
RFID, electronic tags, sensors on shelves and video tracking cameras. All these
systems generate an enormous amount of data. The advent of 5G will
democratize real-time control of stores, including its merchandising, logistics,
staff management or pricing strategy. But the benefits of IoT for the retailer
extend beyond the walls of the store. For instance, American Apparel wants to
test it by combining street advertising, chatbot and bricks-and-mortar store.
For American Apparel's Chief Digital Officer Thoryn Stephens: “We have gone
beyond the era of the mobile app. We want to deploy a concept around the IoT.
This will allow our customers to interact with our advertisements on a bus
shelter either through NFC or through a Beacon. This will initiate an initial
immersive experience with our retail chain by triggering conversational
interaction with our chatbot on Kik or Snapchat. The customer can then check
our stock positions in the nearest store in real time thanks to RFID deployed in
the store. He can then finalize his purchase on his telephone and receive
delivery within the hour, or he can come to the store”. The Internet of Things
thus constructs a complete customer path-to-purchase.

The Internet of Things extends far beyond the store. In reality its greatest
success with consumers is achieved through wearables. These have already
been used by retailers of equipment, textiles or sports shoes for years, the
forerunner being Nike or more recently the Under Armour offensive. In 2016
the American brand launched the “health box”. This comprises a physical
activity bracelet, a heart sensor and connected scales. The box monitors the
activity of athletes and accumulates data. The data is then analysed by the
IBM Watson artificial intelligence solution and the well-being of users can then
be optimized through valuable advice.

The first wave of wearables focused on health and sport through connected
fitness watches or bracelets; the second wave will be disseminated through
textiles. Even though the connected textiles market is only in its infancy, for
ABI Research the smart clothes market will see sales of more than 16.5 million
units by 2021. For example, the Ralph Lauren brand now markets a connected
polo shirt called “The Polo Tech”. It measures health data such as heartbeat,
respiratory rate or calories burnt to help practising athletes in a natural manner
without a dedicated device.

Be they bracelets, shoes or T-shirts, wearables provide brands with an
enormous amount of data . If effectively uses, such data can offer users
valuable advice on practising sport. It will also offer the opportunity of selling
products, as Under Armour does so effectively (see the Commerce Reloaded
2015 report). One can therefore imagine that eventually the textile product will
warn the vendor when it is worn out and place an order to replace itself
automatically, account taken of current trends and the customer's preferences
thanks to artificial intelligence.

Google in partnership with Levi’s has taken the concept of connected textiles
beyond health with the Jacquard project. The project makes the textile
interactive and can therefore control digital content. The fabric features a
multitude of sensor and electronics. Levi’s has built this fabric into the design
of its “commuter” jacket.
The jacket recognizes basic body language
like that we show when using a telephone.
The user can then issue orders to his mobile
to carry out actions without needing to take it
out of his bag.

[source :  Google]
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So a revolution in professional textiles is coming in leaps and bounds.
Tomorrow warehouse staff will no longer need tablets or smartphones to
prepare orders. They will only need to tether smart augmented reality glasses
like Hololens or Recon Jet Pro (an Intel subsidiary), which created a sensation
at Intel's Keynote at NRF 2017. These connected glasses will be controlled by
interactions on the sleeves of a jacket through voice recognition, thereby
freeing the order picker from any needless constraints.

In store, True Religion issues its sales assistants with Apple Watches to
control the content of screens accompanying the selling process. With Google
Jacquard's connected textiles, everything will eventually be controlled by the
sales assistant's clothes.

[source :  Google]

[source :  Intel]

[source :  Intel]
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2-4-3 Robots and drones serving the store

Robots fire the imagination of all science fiction fans who have grown up with
R2D2 and C3PO. In previous editions of Commerce Reloaded we saw that they
were slowly entering the world of retail. This edition of Retail’s Big Show
demonstrated that the development of in-store robotics is gathering pace. Last
year, Simbe Robotics with its Tally was the only autonomous robot capable of
analysing store shelves (prices, stock shortages, incorrect placement, etc.).
Tally was indeed tested in April 2016 at Target in San Francisco, but Target
was careful not to communicate about this experiment. This year many
competitors of Tally were present, automating shelf status reports with
Freight, Autonomous, Fellow, Keonn ...

The cost of the robots is still too high for them to invade the aisles of our
stores. And yet a large proportion of retailers plan to run tests in the coming
years, according to Cap Gemini's Bill Lewis.

For its part, Softbank, the manufacturer of Pepper, has equipped more than
140 stores in Japan with its humanoid robot. The rest of the retail world is still
at the “test and learn” stage, as in France; whether Orange, Darty or even
Carrefour.

But in the USA Lowe’s, already a trail-blazer in this field with OSHbot in 2015,
has returned with a new autonomous robot called Lowebot. In 2015, the first
question OSHbot was asked was not about the products but about a high
valued-added issue: the location of the toilets. Lowebot aims to accompany
customers in their requirements, such as guiding them towards the product
they are looking for. For Kyle Nel, CEO of Lowe’s Innovation Labs, robots can
have a real role to play: “When I enter a store looking for a particular product, I
don't want to have to chase after a sales assistant or download a mobile app.
In such cases a robot can really help us by providing the right service. The
robot's role is indeed to handle the basic issues of our customers. Its value is
not limited to greeting customers. It can also scan and analyse retail display
spaces. This would free up staff from tedious yet vital tasks in the store”.

[source :  Echangeur]
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"Hello, I'm NAVii. How can I help you?"

In France Hease Robotics, present at CES 2017, proposes a reception robot for
the retail industry. It can guide customers in store but also push promotional
offers.

Drones, which can be compared to robots, are also making an appearance in
retail, and not just for deliveries. They are also used in bricks-and-mortar
stores. Drones will be able to ensure video surveillance of warehouses or car
parks. They will also be able to fly up and down aisles, competing with robots
to create shelf status reports. That is what the Lakeba start-up offers,
combining a drone and an autonomous robot with its Shelfie solution.
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2-4-4 Logistics is no more, it is automated

Yes, drones can make deliveries! 2016 for instance saw 7-Eleven make the
first delivery from a local shopkeeper to a consumer. 7-Eleven has thus beaten
Google and Amazon in the delivery drones race. Unlike Amazon's initiatives in
the English countryside, the American chain of convenience stores made 77
deliveries in urban areas in Reno. Most of the orders were for food, drinks and
medicines. These deliveries were made to 12 customers living less than a mile
from the test partner's store. The test was carried out in partnership with drone
manufacturer Flirtey. All the deliveries were carried out under the visual control
of a pilot, to ensure compliance with current American legislation. As for
Google, its Wing project is confined to delivering food on the University of
Virginia campus. So it is indeed a long-standing retailer who has beaten both
these Tech Titans in the drones race.

In France, La Poste has been authorized to make deliveries with drones in the
Gard department. Just imagine: you are doing building works, you need some
screws and bolts and you order them online. A drone lands in your garden 20
minutes later. You can now finish the job that you have continued doing during
those 20 minutes. And above all you have avoided wasting at least 45 minutes
driving to the DIY store in your town's retail park on a busy Saturday afternoon.

Since the first Amazon video on the subject, speculations about drone delivery
are rife. For all that, there are still numerous constraints, be they operating
time and range, delivery locations or naturally air regulations. It is along these
lines that German manufacturer Mercedes-Benz may have raised the stakes
with its Van&Drones concept, presented at the CES 2017 in Las Vegas. This is
not just a drone that does round trips between a warehouse and people's

homes, but rather a van-based warehouse driving on roads, from which the
drones come and collect the parcels to be delivered. So the drones are
combined with a German made van equipped for deliveries to come and collect
parcels depending on the location of the vehicle and the delivery addresses.
The van is currently driven by a human being. Tomorrow, it could be a
driverless vehicle. So a drone combined with a van can carry out a seamless
and non-stop delivery round.
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This automated supply chain will only be possible with 5G. The millisecond
latency will not only allow autonomous vehicles to drive safely on roads, but
also control automated drones. With 5G, the last mile problem will recede,
giving way to on-demand and instantaneous commerce. However, drone
delivery will undoubtedly be limited to non-urban areas. This will require
excellent 5G coverage of the territory. So we can but hope that 5G coverage
will be better than that of the 4G we know…

Moreover, it is worth noting that Amazon has filed a patent for an aerial
store/warehouse concept. As for Mercedes, this is thought to be based on a
fleet of delivery drones. The warehouse travels according to web orders sent,
to optimize the flow of drones. With this concept, it is the warehouse that goes
to the customers, in order to mitigate the last mile issues. Whether simply a
flash in the pan or a reality, we'll have to see what happens in the future.

Besides drones, these past few months have seen the advent of delivery robots
that will bridge the gap between the bricks-and-mortar store and the last mile.
Twenty or so robots will invade Redwood City in California early in 2017 to
deliver food, drinks or parcels. The city's representative hope that the robots
will reduce traffic in the city centre and free up parking spaces by limiting
delivery vans. These delivery robots have been created by English company
Starship Technologies. The automated delivery solution will also have to
comply with road legislation before widespread deployment.

[source :  Echangeur]
[source :  Amazon]

[source :  Echangeur]
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Deliveries are tending to be robotized, whether by air or by road. This can be a
solution in hard to reach areas, but also in urban areas to reduced heavy road
traffic. With the rapid development of these technologies, autonomous e-
commerce is no longer far away.

2-4-5 Amazon GO, is “so 2016”

Amazon Go went viral at the end of the year with its store concept targeting the
Millennials and the Z generation. The published video presents a seamless
connected experience, for a store still reserved for the staff of the Seattle
giant. The seamlessness of the experience stems form image recognition
combined with artificial intelligence. The concept seems to be ideal and fires
the imagination. And yet it is not as new as that. The fantasy of the
automatically scanned shopping trolley had already been presented par IBM or
Metro more than 20 years ago. Going on the technologies seen at Retail’s Big
Show, this system offers no real benefits. To achieve the result presented by
Amazon, one would need to fit out one's store with a large number of cameras

to cover all circulation areas. But such equipment would generate considerable
costs without for all that ensuring an adequate return on investment.

The best solution would be to equip the customer rather than the store. That is
what the Focal Systems start-up proposes with its concept, which is expected
to be released at the end of 2017. The concept of a connected shopping trolley
fitted with a computer vision solution for real-time analysis of all the products
in the trolley. When the customer has finished shopping, he will pay on the
tablet without needing to go through checkout, or maybe in an automated
manner on his mobile, as presented by Amazon. These trolleys will be all the
more efficient if they can produce shelf status reports, after the fashion of the
autonomous robots referred to earlier. They will be based on machine learning
and image computation.
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Artificial intelligence around image recognition extends far beyond the walls of
the store. The principle had been tested by Macy’s, Neiman Marcus or even
Amazon through a mobile app. Their apps could already recognize a product at
a friend's house or in a shop window and then purchase it online. These
solutions has mixed success. Today, thanks to more powerful algorithms,
these apps should reappear in consumers' mobiles. The decoration site
Houzz.com already operates this solution with Visual Match, both on its site
and in a mobile app. Visual Match scans and analyses photos to find similar
products for sale on the site like tables, mirrors, sofas or lamps.

2/ Autonomous Commerce
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For the rest of the products, the user is redirected to each of the e-commerce
sites to finalize his order. Zeekit also offers the virtual fitting solution with the
“Try It On!” button to retailers and pure players. The button lets visitors try on
products listed in the catalogue of each of the sites. Zeekit's business model
is currently based on commissions: 1 to 5 cents per generated visit, or 7% on
the sale. After the connected fitting room last year, make way for the
ubiquitous fitting room!
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THE ZEEKIT CASE

Zeekit is a web site and mobile app that works like a virtual fitting room. After 3
years' development, its algorithm lets e-shoppers take photos of themselves
and try on clothes virtually before buying them online. Zeekit analyses and
estimates the user's sizes using a full-length photo uploaded into the
application by the user. Then more than 5 million products can be tried on in the
application in order to create the perfect outfit. Today, more than 50% of the
products on Zeekit come from Amazon Fashion. This allows one-click purchase
by being redirected to Amazon.
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With 5G, the surge in momentum of the IoT and artificial intelligence offers
prospects for optimizing the store's supply chain. The management of large
food or specialized retail stores will effectively experience an unprecedented
virtualization of the back office. This technology will be transparent for the
consumer. And yet it will be vital in ensuring that the bricks-and-mortar store
eliminates sticking points in the path to purchase in favour of a transparent
offer. On the strength of the momentum of AI , image recognition could bridge
the gap between the real world and e-commerce with a variety of technologies
like augmented reality.
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3
Sensory virtuality

at the bedside of retail
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3/ Sensory virtuality

Whether at the Web Summit, the CES or Retail’s Big Show, the number of start-
ups engaging in augmented reality or virtual reality is constantly rising. The
phenomenon has been gathering pace for 2 years. Samsung has sold more
than 5 million of its Gear virtual reality headsets. By 2025 the VR market is
expected to match today's desktop PC market, a little over 80 billion dollars.

3-1 A PARADIGM SHIFT

At the Lisbon Web Summit, the cycle of conferences devoted to these two
realities constantly attracted capacity audiences. These two realities will
almost certainly alter our approach to digital in the near future. It is important
to understand the difference in their functions. With virtual reality, the user

enters another world. But with augmented reality a new world comes to the
user. This may seem a trivial difference. And yet it is essential to clearly
understand this point in order to provide appropriate experiences. Augmented
reality is a toolbox for retailers, employees and consumers. Virtual reality will
offer all individuals unprecedented experience.

Virtual reality made its sensational entrance into consumer video games with
the launch of PlayStation VR at the end of 2016. VR (Virtual Reality) logically
promise to be the future of entertainment. The film industry will be one of the
first sectors to be affected, after the video games sector. For that matter the
Sundance festival is celebrating a category dedicated to this future cinema
around VR, with New Frontier.

Property is the other market targeted by VR. Our partner iStaging has
illustrated it in France by developing applications for the Century 21 property
network. The principle is simple: through virtual viewings of properties for sale,
the selection narrows down in favour of much higher quality in situ viewings.
The system saves time for estate agents and customers, letting them
concentrate their discussions on a high valued-added experience. Likewise,
property developers can have their prospective customers view their future
housing projects.
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VR is also a tremendous training tool for industry technicians and for the
health sector. Surgeons use VR to practise new operating techniques, nurses
use it to practise treatment techniques… whenever technical gestures are
needed, VR combined with movement tracking considerably enhances the
efficiency of training modules.

So virtual reality will have and is already having an impact on a multitude of
sectors. Retail has everything to gain by embarking on the adventure!

Virtual reality is deployed to reach senses other than sight and hearing. For
instance, Japanese company VaqsoVR manufactures olfactory cartridges that
attach to VR headsets. These connected cartridges diffuse the smell of the
ocean when you are on the beach, or the smell of gunpowder if you are in a
battle in a video game. The University of Singapore for its part has developed
a thermal stimulation solution. This generates the sensation of taste on the
tongue during a VR experience. For instance, the sensation of a taste of mint
occurs at around 18° but changes to a spicy taste at 35°.

Our future, and all the more so that of retail, will unquestionably be immersive.
Will we be able to dissociate what is virtual from what is real?

39

[source :  vr-intelligence.com]

[source :  venture radar]
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3-2 VIRTUAL REALITY, THE FUTURE OF THE ONLINE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Virtual reality is opening up new opportunities, and more particularly for e-
commerce, as Alibaba comprehended on 11 November last. During the Singles
Day promotional campaign, the Chinese giant sent its customers shopping at
the other end of the world thanks to the Buy+ application. The e-shopper could
choose to go to Macy’s in New York without for all that leaving his home.

This impressive experience virtually transported more than 10 million Chinese
customers into the aisles of the American store. Not bothered by the crowd,
the visitors in their living rooms discovered nicely presented products, selected
some of them to put in their basket then purchased them online with Alipay.

This immersive online shopping experience appealed to the Asian public and
Alibaba confidently showcased it on its stand at the CES 2017. This solution
has indeed enabled Macy’s to test in real conditions the advisability of opening
a store in China.

Even players like VISA have taken up payment for virtual reality. The payment
solution in a virtual store operates using voice recognition on a mobile app.
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The Seattle giant Amazon, undoubtedly cut to the quick by Alibaba, is also
positioning itself on VR Shopping. In mid-January 2017 it posted a job offer
for a Creative Director, Virtual Reality. The Creative Director's job will consist in
defining the role of VR for the Amazon experience: “Whose tasks include to
envision the future of Amazon’s VR solutions and guide our creative and
technical teams to produce compelling, world-class experiences. Our team is
composed of engineers, designers, product managers and scientists, and we
are building Amazon’s VR shopping experience for use by millions of
customers on a wide variety of VR devices”.

3-3 MIXED REALITY: A NEW ELDORADO FOR RETAIL

Despite its virtues, VR has its limits. Its success will unquestionably be rapid.
But within ten years it is above all mixed reality that will punctuate our
everyday existence. Mixed reality is virtual reality that adapts to its
environment. In a nutshell, augmented reality squared! Microsoft is the trail-
blazer in this respect. Its Hololens headset went viral last year. The headset
makes the geekiest developers happy. The Hololens displays virtual content
that you can interact with through an analysis of your gestures. This
interaction with the virtual is very natural. It pushes back the current frontiers
of virtual reality and augmented reality. The business cases have yet to be
developed to avoid the Google Glasses flop, and ultimately reserve its use for a
geek elite. One application has indeed been developed by Empea Berlin,
making the Hololens the home automation control interface, for air
conditioning or the lights in a house.
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The general public will also be able to enjoy mixed reality. Lenovo has
announced the arrival of the Phab2pro telephone. This features a camera that
can do a 3D analysis of the filmed environment, after the fashion of the Google
Tango project's tablet. Beyond Google, Apple has also mobilized more than
600 engineers on the subject, with the aim of including this technology in the
future iPhone. The technology will be able to scan a wall and accurately
calculate its surface area in under two seconds; Ideal for working out how
much paint to buy when repainting a room. The principle also offers a means
of virtually installing furniture in a living room, but much more accurately than
Ikea's application could do until now. With this system the dimensions of the
furniture adapt to those of the room to offer a much more realistic rendering of
the space occupied by the products. A veritable revolution is about to happen
for the DIY and home furnishings sector.

The Phab2pro smartphone was indeed prominently showcased on the Google
stand at the NRF 2017. It was an astonishing application of Amazon. It can
virtually visualize what a television screen 48-inch would look like and has a
direct link for ordering it on the American giant's marketplace.
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Google is very active in this area. The American giant has recently formed
partnerships with GAP and BMW on its Tango project. This combines 3D Scan
with augmented reality. For BMW, the technology will be able to create a new
type of showroom by virtualizing it. The application will be available to
dealerships, enabling them to present life-size options on the i3 and i8 series.
At GAP it will be a matter of virtually trying on clothes, following the example of
Zeekit, but almost certainly with much more precision thanks to 3D scanning
with the tablet and/or smartphone's camera. For Eric Johnsen, head of
business development for augmented reality at Google, the opportunities for
retail are close at hand: “We see great potential for this technology in the retail
sector, whether for measuring up a garage or for visualizing one's future
kitchen”. With the progress made these last few years, 3D modelling is rapidly
improving. It will soon be able to offer a rendering close to reality.

Before the advent of this mixed reality, Cdiscount has come up with a subtle
subterfuge. The French e-commerce site has used a bank note as a yardstick.
The note defines the dimensions of an environment and puts it in the same
scale as the furniture. This shrewd idea can rapidly democratize this type of
service, where there is no code to print out or catalogue available.

If it ends up in shoppers' mobiles with Apple, mixed reality will become the
ultimate tool for furniture, decoration and white goods retailers. It will be yet
another asset for the pure players, because this technology will let them
present their products in the real world.
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The blockchain is a set of decentralized protocols that check the exchanges of
a given system to ensure their authenticity, traceability and thus their
reliability. The system notes, checks and executes all exchanges between the
network's third parties. But this year for the first time the blockchain was
present on the stands of Retail’s Big Show, like that of Microsoft or Cognizant.

Microsoft presented a demonstration of Mojix, one of its partners, on how the
blockchain is used in the supply chain strategy of retailers. Mojix is a provider
of RFID tracking solutions. According to its Products VP Scot Stelter: “the
blockchain is the natural extension of our RFID-based stock management
solutions”. Mojix is based on data generated by RFID chips on packaging,
boxes or pallets of products to create a “smart” supply contract. With this type
of contract registered in the blockchain, a retailer will be able to ask its
supplier to dispatch fruits from Spain on Tuesday to reach the regional
warehouse on Thursday, while maintaining a steady temperature for the
products to guarantee their quality after 48 hours in transit. All the data
collected at each stage through RFID chips is then stored and registered in the
blockchain in real time. The data is transparent for the buyer, but also the
supplier, concerning the freshness of the products on arrival. This supply chain
solution is based on Microsoft's Azure Blockchain as a service. It provides a
registry in which all transactions are securely stored.

The entire supply chain of retailers, who may need to mange tens or even
hundreds of suppliers, is administratively automated in a single registry
common to everyone. The presupposes the implementation of a reciprocal
contract. The contract will control itself by analysing RFID tracking data.

[source :  Echangeur]
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That is exactly what Walmart and IBM have done by using the blockchain to
authenticate the origin of pork in China. For Paul Chang, Supply Chain expert
at IBM, “the blockchain offers unprecedented transparency between supply
chain operators. It creates reciprocal confidence.”

The same story for consumers. They are in search of more transparency about
the products they buy. Increasingly engaged in their consumption, they need to
ascertain the freshness of food, the origin of the wool used to make a pullover,
or the origin of their cosmetics to make sure they didn't involve any testing on
animals for instance, or to ascertain the authenticity of a luxury brand product
and fight counterfeiting.

The blockchain can this help the retail industry regain control of the notion of
trusted third parties by offering unprecedented transparency about food
sourcing. This will avoid the numerous scandals we have learnt of in recent
years. The blockchain also offers the option of making international payments
to one's suppliers. It will help control retailers' cash flow in real time.

This technology is already at its height in the field of financial services with
Santander for recording international payments, ABN Amro for releasing home
loan funds, or even the Royal Bank of Canada for improving its loyalty
programme. If consumers register their data in the blockchain, it could allow
banks to offer a loan in real time thanks to a customer authentication process.
It could also open a bank account in under 5 minutes. These prospects will be
all the easier by 2020 through the deployment of 5G.

According to Santander, the blockchain could cut the cost of bank
infrastructures by more than 15 billion dollars by 2025.

[source :  PwC]
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THE BNP PARIBAS CASE

Last September BNP Paribas announced partnerships with several of its
customers. The aim was to develop new generation Transaction Banking and
Cash Management products and services based on the blockchain
technology. A “Cash Without Borders” proof-of-concept was launched at the
beginning of 2016.

Using the blockchain technology, in the space of a few minutes BNP Paribas
processed and cleared Panini Group and Amcor payments in several
currencies, between BNP Paribas bank accounts in Germany, the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom. This demonstrates the potential of the blockchain,
which cuts delays, unforeseen costs and processing errors, thereby paving
the way for real-time cash management.

Panini Group treasurer Fabrizio Masinelli states: “Applied to cross-border
payments, the blockchain technology can make transactions for large
amounts between companies virtually in real time. The proof-of-concept
demonstrates all the potential of this technology and the effective solution it
offers to the problems treasurers face on a daily basis. This result is the fruit
of collaboration between the Panini Group's cash management teams and
several BNP Paribas teams.”

Jacques Levet, head of EMEA Transaction Banking at BNP Paribas CIB,
explains: “This proof-of-concept proves that the blockchain technology can
considerably improve our offer for company treasurers. BNP Paribas
reasserts its intention to closely monitor and participate in various
commercial initiatives aimed at facilitating company payments through this
technology”.

The blockchain has gone viral but it so easy to control. To be ready for 2020,
one needs to educate, test and comprehend this authentication technology. It
will unquestionably change the order of things in business, not just in
finance. Indeed in al likelihood the next Uber or Airbnb will be entirely
operated by the blockchain. It will offer unprecedented security for the
sharing economy.
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As we saw earlier, in-store technology is transparent. Bricks-and-mortar
stores have lost 10% of their visitors in the USA (source : WD partners). They
have been trying to reinvent themselves for several years, with increasing
numbers of bars, cafés or restaurants right in the middle of stores traditionally
reserved for clothes or shoes. The aim is to become a living space inviting one
to come and spend time. In this age of omnichannel retailing, the store must
become a place for experimenting with products, a showroom bridging the gap
between the offline and online worlds. One of the managers of the Nike store in
Soho that we had the opportunity of experiencing told us: “We don't mind if
you don't buy our products straight away. We aim to engage you with the
brand and help you achieve your goals. 90% of the products in store can be
bought online. Our job here is to forge a relationship with you, with the brand
and with the product. Because when all is said and done, that is what will make
you buy from Nike”.

5-1 5 FLOORS OF EXPERIENCE | NIKE STORE

Nike has opened its brand new concept store in the Soho district of New York
over 5 floors, its theme being Try me!

A theme constructed around immersion that is evident as soon as you enter
the store. A counter of advisers who greet customers and help them choose
the product that suits them best. An area is set aside for store events.
Customers can even make an appointment on their mobile with an adviser.
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On the ground and first floors, immersive running treadmills invite you to try
out the latest running shoes. This immersion is created by screens covering
180 degrees. These video walls plunge customers into the middle of Central
Park, like on your Sunday run. The solution makes trying out shoes an
entertaining experience, unlike other sports stores. Furthermore, Nike gives
customers the option of changing completely into running wear to avoid them
ending up sweaty in their street clothes. This is a simple use of digital
technology, but it proves terribly effective for tourists. If they play along, Nike
lets them discover Central Park and do their jogging in store. Like most of
Nike's retail outlets, the store has a running club to federate its customers
around this activity.

On the ground floor, the area devoted to women has fitting rooms worthy of a
gym lounge. Products can be tested in the same way as in a gymnasium.

Nike, well-known for its Nike iD customization programme, has installed a
corner for customizing products on the first floor. Like its subsidiary Converse,
this customization is done directly in store.

The second floor is devoted to football! There is a mini synthetic football pitch.
This synthetic surface lets customers try out different shoes and studs. There
are lockers near the mini pitch, recreating the atmosphere of a genuine locker
room.

But the highlight of the immersive experience can be found on the top floor,
with products devoted to basketball. There is a basketball court right in the
middle of the store. It is reserved for members of the Nike+ programme.
Customers can sign up on the sales assistant's tablet in 3 clicks. Once on the
court, they can try out the latest shoes of NBA players like Kyrie Irving or
Lebron James. When they have chosen your shoes, they can go to the locker
room and try on an outfit (shorts and singlet). Then a coach takes the newly
kitted out basketball players in hand and proposes a training session. They are
invited to simulate actions like shooting on the buzzer to win the match, all this
in front of a giant screen broadcasting tips from NBA stars. The court is also
equipped with motion sensors (based on Kinects) that analyse customers'
actions and moves. This helps them improve their step-in or technique. At the
end of the session, customers are under no pressure to buy. They just have a
friendly chat with the staff. They can leave without feeling obliged to purchase.
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Despite experiences deeply rooted in reality, the store is still highly digitalized.
The sales staff are equipped with tablets. With them they can check the stock
positions of the New York stores and the e-commerce site. They can also
access the profile of Nike+ members and take payments from customers
wanting to pay by card. Numerous screens are also available for searches and
online orders in the store. This service is very handy if you want to have a pair
of shoes delivered after trying them out, and to continue shopping hands free.
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5-2 HAVE A SHOWER OR COOK IN STORE | PIRCH

When you enter Pirch, it's hard to imagine the experience you'll have in this
household goods store. You are greeted directly at the bar of a café. As with
Nike, Pirch has fitted out its store to offer customers the option of trying out
the products on sale. The principle consists in offering an experience as close
as possible to reality. For instance, all the bathroom equipment is connected to
the water supply, whether it be showers, bathtubs, taps or even toilets.
Customers can test the functionality of a shower head or the noise level of a
toilet flush.

In the kitchen, chefs give cooking lessons on the display models. This lets
customers test the functionality of the units and the electrical appliances. The
store also acts as a support centre, as upstairs customers can discuss their
projects with designers, interior decorators and architects. Rooms are set
aside for meetings with Pirch experts. In these meetings rooms there are

screens showcasing the products sold by the retail chain. And what's more the
meeting room is by no means conventional. It can be a dining room where the
customer is received for lunch with the designer. Here Pirch signs a
magnificent store, the quintessence of experience-centric retail.
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5-3 TURN UP THE VOLUME | SONOS/DEVIALET

Sonos or Devialet have adopted the same strategy to offer customers the best
possible experience with their respective sound systems. In view of its
positioning, Devialet is banking on the premium option. Its clean design
enhances a magnificent selling space where customers will be really
impressed by the quality of the products.

Sonos is banking on the home option. In its store, 5 small homes have been
created and each of them presents 3 living environments: the kitchen, the
living room and the room. A different sound system is showcased in each
environment. Customers can control them with a tablet to simulate what they

can do with their smartphone in their home. They can access the Sonos music
library or even their own using Spotify, to listen to their favourite songs. In
each home they can test the power of the loudspeakers without disturbing the
other customers. At the start of the tour, a sales assistant explains the concept
then soon leaves the customers to play and even dance in these small musical
chalets. On the lower ground floor a final space is available for testing Sonos
products in front of a magnificent wall fitted with 300 loudspeakers.

Once again every effort is made to engage customers in the product
experience !
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5-4 FASHION, CAFÉ, ART AND CARS | CADILLAC HOUSE

Cadillac has created a lounge called Cadillac House. This space is situated at
the foot of its headquarters in the centre of New York. Here it's not about the
customer buying a car but rather about experiencing it. Three vehicles are on
display. Anyone can get inside them, open the boot or look under the bonnet
without the intervention of any sales staff. If someone needs more information,
a hostess will direct them to the dealership of their choosing.

Besides the 3 demonstration vehicles, this huge space performs other
functions: a café in partnership with the Joe Coffee chain, a relaxation area
with sofas, an exhibition area for young designers in partnership with The
Council of Fashion of America, and a venue for events. When we visited
Cadillac House, this venue was set up for a virtual reality motoring experience.
It featured several tens of screens, the effect of which was increased twofold
through a subtle arrangement of mirrors. Cadillac House is regularly hired out
for third-party events. During the New York Fashion Week, the 3 demonstration
cars give way to a fashion show. The exhibition area hosts young fashion
designers. They are invited to create a pop-up store for 3 months to experience

the thrill of opening a store. During that period, the young designers are
supported by Cadillac teams, and given training in sales, customer reception
and store management.

Cadillac House is a superb example of design, a nice place to be. This place of
discovery is atypical as it blends art, design and shopping. While some
retailers still have questions about the role of concept stores, le Cadillac House
certainly represents a very inspiring model. For a bank branch for instance,
customers could experience a similar space. They could come and have a
coffee while attending workshops on the connected home or daily health. They
would discover the latest innovations of brands like Samsung and would
obviously benefit from training sessions on finance; a little like CapitalOne 360
or BNP Paribas with its 2 Opéra branch. These concepts now need to be
deployed in the big cities of our countries in order for the bank branch to
become a reference living environment.
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5-5 BUY OR RENT THE CHOICE IS YOURS | RENT THE RUN AWAY

At Rent The Run Away, the concept is obvious: customers come to rent rather
than buy clothes, shoes and other fashion accessories made y more than 300
designers. Why buy an evening dress that you will probably wear only once?
Rent the Run Away is originally a pure player created in 2009. Since then it has
opened 6 stores and in total the chain has more than 6 million customers. The
store was a precursor by being one of the first to install mini iPads for ordering
online in the store. Unlike many other retail chains like Kate Spade, which have
quite often removed this system, the mini iPads are still there 3 years on. In
fact this store has proved to be a good example of omnichannel retailing. Here
the bricks-and-mortar store and the web site are closely linked. Lady
customers can click and collect, but they can also order a dress online while in
the store then have it delivered to their home.

They can book an appointment with a customer adviser or reserve their clothes
online then come and collect them in store. The rental for between 4 and 8
days costs roughly 10% of the garment's purchase price. The rental price
includes $5 for insurance and dry-cleaning. There is also a deal costing 139
dollars a month for unlimited rental. There are fashion designers behind a bar
for fashion advice. The logistical strength of Rent The Run Away lies in the use
of RFID microchips on its products. This system lets it check stock positions in
real time in order to offer its customers the best possible service.

The rental concept is not new, but what is most striking about this New York
store is its positioning around the emancipated woman. All is done to make
lady customers feel strong, powerful and self-assured. Lady customer are
invited to share opinions and recommendations. This retail chain advocates
female emancipation… which should for that matter suit the new American
President. This model is undoubtedly worth applying to areas other than
fashion, given the influence and importance of women in home life.
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5-6 WHEN DIGITAL SERVES EXPERIENCE | EATSA

At vegetarian restaurant Eatsa there are no waiters or counters, just iPads, a
mobile app and a wall of transparent screens that act as pigeonholes! Eatsa
presents a novel automated fast food concept while using quality products, a
concept that took more than 2 years to design.

Activating the service on the tablet is easy. You just swipe your payment card
and your first name appears. You can start choosing your dishes or even
create your own. When you have placed your order, your first name is
displayed on a large screen. When your meal is ready, the number displayed in
the pigeonhole guides you to where your meal is ready for collection. For
orders placed by mobile phone, if Bluetooth is enabled, a beacon detects your
arrival in the restaurant, starts preparing your order and your first name is
displayed in the pigeonhole where the meal is waiting. With a mobile you can
order with one click a menu stored as a favourite. Naturally your bill is sent to
you by e-mail. The kinematics are ultimately very fluid.

The payment card acts as an identifier. When you return after several orders,
the home screen on the tablet is customized according to your preferences.
The principle is similar on the mobile app. Data is used as inspiration to create
future dishes to be offered on the menu. Some dishes created by customers
can also be offered to others if their buying habits are similar.

This highly digitalized restaurant fully meets the expectations of the
Millennials and the Gen Z. Indeed the seamlessness of the experience is
reminiscent of the Uber user experience. And moreover the food is good, I've
tasted it! But that's what one can expect of a restaurant, isn't it?
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Conclusion

Retail is reinventing itself. It is quite simply really starting its virtualization.
Something that everyone has been talking about for 5 years but that is simply
beginning with the advent of 5G. Retail will blend in with the image, because
it's the image that is at the heart of this digital transformation. It is everywhere,
including e-commerce, in in-store behavioural analysis, in augmented, mixed
or virtual reality, in transport with the driverless car, in social media, in the
media and in our smartphones!

Autonomous commerce will show its face within the next ten years. Commerce
for the Gen Z and the Millennials in search of seamlessness. Nonetheless they
will continue going into bricks-and-mortar stores to satisfy their thirst for
meaning and experience. The bricks-and-mortar store is at the heart of the
omnichannel experience, following the example of the Nike Store in Soho.

What does the future hold for retail? Will Amazon Go sound the death knell for
traditional players? In the light of the Seattle giant's strategy, the future of
transparent commerce would appear to lie in the connected home: tomorrow
the fridge will autofill itself, the washing machine will order washing power for
a commerce of facilitation, the ideal complement to the commerce of
experience.
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The web giants (Amazon Echo, Google Home, Google Assistant, Facebook
Messenger) are intruding on our everyday life increasingly subtly and without
resistance on our part. They are thus urging brands and retailers to force their
innovation strategy so as not to lose control over their customers. Because the
former players of commerce could eventually end up becoming merely foils
dependent on the goodwill of these giants' artificial intelligence.

We are not going to assess each of them (last year we already assessed
Facebook Messenger). We prefer to dwell on the Google's latest offering,
namely Google Assistant.

6.1 GOOGLE ASSISTANT

Google Assistant is a smart personal assistant developed by Google. Its launch
was announced at the Google I/O conference in May 2016. This system aims
to make our life easier under the guise of AI.

Just like Facebook Messenger, Google Assistant is becoming largely a
personalized "chat". Through its artificial intelligence, it can activate itself
while one is chatting with friends. Users can order products, run an information
search, share content, or even analyse their way of answering on the
messaging service to suggest answers (“Smart Reply” on the model of Gmail).
According to Sundar Pichai, the future of computing indeed resides in an
ambient experience that transcends devices (the ambient retail we have been
talking about for many years). The assistant technology thus enriches the new
messaging applications launched by Google, as well as Google Home. It
analyses the context in which users find themselves.

In the travel sector, Google had already launched Google Trips in 2016. This
application fully accompanies the experience of trips.

You can easily plan your holidays as in Google-Flight (from estimating the
price of the trip to booking it, not forgetting your accommodation booking).
Just like Google Now, you receive all the contextualized information both
before and during your trip. As for destinations, 200 towns have already been
listed to date. In it you will find information on store opening hours or cultural
points of interest not to be missed, all based on the tour history of other
travellers (Google Maps database).

The application does more than just centralize your bookings or guide you with
travel-related services. It can also analyse your e-mails and detect whether
you have already planned a forthcoming trip. It then suggests the ideal trip in
line with your constraints, tastes and previous trips.[source :  Google]
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Last but not least, during your stay you can pay using Google Wallet in partner
stores and even pay for your parking (‘Park&Pay’, the latest feature). Google
Flight + Google Now + Google Pay = Google Trips!

One can imagine that Google will centralize all these services in Google
Assistant in order to become your life companion. With their ‘Deepmind’ AI, we
can now imagine an even broader range of possibilities.

There are many competitors, such as Cortona for Microsoft, Alexa for Amazon
or Viv for Samsung

Google Assistant will be bundled on the Pixel, the first smartphone branded
100% Google, as well as on the Google Home connected hub. At a time when
the majority of queries on search engines were made on mobiles rather than
computers in 2015, some specialists believe that Google will switch from
“mobile first” to “AI first”!

In view of the ranking opposite of the top apps most downloaded in 2016, it's
hard not to be convinced! The AAFAs (Alphabet, Apple, Facebook, Amazon)
monopolize the top 10 places, and no retailer or brand is looming on the
horizon.

According to a Forrester survey in 2016, consumer engagement with business
apps is only 5%, all sectors taken together. And yet 89% of consumers are
ready to communicate with their brand via a messaging service. This augurs
quite well inasmuch as the number of users will double by 2019. Forrester
predicts that it will reach 2.19 billion users!

[source :  The Nielsen Company]
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According to a Forrester survey in 2016, consumer engagement with business
apps is only 5%, all sectors taken together. And yet 89% of consumers are
ready to communicate with their brand via a messaging service. This augurs
quite well inasmuch as the number of users will double by 2019. Forrester
predicts that it will reach 2.19 billion users!

6.2 BRANDS AND CHATBOTS

Comprehension of human language

Artificial intelligence is already used by companies like Google and Facebook
to manage voice commands, photo recognition and other tasks. Chatbots are
robots capable of understanding questions or messages in natural language
and responding to them. In the background, the robot can then exploit various
services and other analytical systems with a view to providing the requested
information: a price, a product reference, a location, financial information, etc.
This year Facebook has equipped itself with a store of virtual assistants. It
comprises an artificial intelligence (chatbot). Facebook's instant messaging is
becoming a real customer relations hub with the aid of its conversational
intelligence. Chatbots enabled with artificial intelligence will then be able to
order any service or product without needing to connect to a mobile app.

6/ Brand AI
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In China, shoppers can spend a whole day on Wechat (we covered this in
Commerce Reloaded 2016). Wechat lets you buy clothes, order food or even
carry out administrative tasks while chatting with your friends. Furthermore,
Wechat has also become a bank with the aid of the state, and users can get
payment facilities on it (Webank).

Chatbots, of which there are already more than 33,000 on Facebook
Messenger, will enable more than 2 billion users to interact in real time with
brands by 2020

The 2 most successful chatbots in 2016 in terms of use and responsiveness
(according to the criteria below) are those of KLM and Burberry!
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[source :  Wechat]

[source :  Wechat]
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Airline KLM (Air France group), a forerunner in the adoption of chatbots,
launched its CRM tool through its travel bot on Messenger. After buying your
air ticket online, Messenger will send you flight information, your boarding
card, reminders, notifications, and alerts if there is a delay, throughout the
customer's journey.

The second success of the year was the chatbot of Burberry, which had the
bold idea of launching it during the London fashion week in September 2016. It
let users get information in real time on each of the models on show and
reserve them in real time without leaving Messenger!
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Nonetheless, the fact remains that a country like France is behind the times in
this field.

Only 5% of the 142 leading brands we observed have a chatbot, and 80% of
them do not respond on the Messenger of their Facebook page. This was
revealed by a Botnation AI survey in January 2017, which focuses on the
Facebook pages of 142 major brands in France in 12 different business
segments (banks, media, entertainment, e-commerce, travel, motor industry,
etc.).

And yet the chatbot seems to be essential, at a time when Gartner predicts that
the customer relationship will be automated within the decade. 85% of
interactions with customers no longer need human intervention.

Last year we spoke a lot about Facebook and What’s app. For this new edition
of Commerce Reloaded we have taken an interest in Line, a Japanese
messaging service.

THE LINE CASE

LINE, the instant messaging application based in Japan, has over 220 million
active users per month. Two thirds of them are Japanese, Taiwanese, Thai or
Indonesian. Having tries for a long time to offer more than a basic text-based
chat service and a voice call function, LINE has recently announced the
introduction of 3 new functions. They aim to improve the LINE user experience
and bring its users closer to brands and retailers (LINE official accounts).

The first feature is LINE Reward Cards. Users can now collect badges or points
in their favourite stores. These rewards can very easily be exchanged for a
different reward through the LINE application. This service is already available
in Indonesia, Thailand, Japan and Taiwan.

The second function is the Coupon Book. LINE users, in whatever country they
are, can use the Coupon Book to manage coupons issued by different stores
and retail chains. The official accounts of Coupon Book can send users
reminders before their favourite coupons expire.
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The third feature is the Online Store. With a commission of only 4.98%, it
allows LINE official accounts to sell products without quitting the application.
The account owners can also add products that will only be accessible to
their LINE@ friends. This encourages LINE users to add friends to their
@LINE account. On the other hand, users are not obliged to log on or create a
LINE account to do their shopping.
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What else? LINE plans to officially launch the Official Web Apps. They will be
accessible to all existing official accounts for a monthly subscription of
20,000 yens (roughly 168 euros excluding tax). These Official Web Apps are
web services linked to LINE accounts. Each official account can add until
100,000 friends and send and receive messages using the API. To date more
than 40 companies in different sectors have stated their intention of
becoming Official Web Apps.

[source :  Line] [source :  Line]
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Official Web Apps will be the new way of acquiring new users and redirecting
users to help them accomplish specific actions and offer a seamless
customer experience. Users will then be able to benefit easily and quickly
from different services, without needing to install stand alone third-party
applications: the sky's the limit in the LINE application. For instance, the
Profile+ feature lets users automatically choose a reservation, make a
purchase or fill in a questionnaire with their personal information. The
information is automatically saved in LINE. The more the Official Web Apps
are used, the easier it will be for users to receive personalized information
and access customized services via LINE.

The LINE Beacon has been available in Japan since mid-2016 to allow users
to receive data via LINE using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). This means that
retailers can install Beacons in their retail outlets then offer services based
on the Beacon. The system will improve retention of offline customers and
will open up acquisition in the real world. This experience ultimately mirrors
those of Facebook with Facebook Bluetooth Beacons.
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A new practice consists in inerting online stores (e-commerce) within
messaging applications and communicating with customers through those
very applications. Despite the fact that more and more people are using apps
on their smartphones, very few consult and ultimately keep them. The impact
of apps is dwindling with the rapid development of chat. This communication
tool has already proved a tremendous success with customers wanting to
contact a company, brand or retail chain. According to one survey (concedal
conseil), live chat has a customer approval rating of 73%. This is the best
rating compared with other more conventional communication channels like
e-mail (61%) or the telephone (44%). So it is obvious that messaging
applications have the potential to engage customers with the brand
sustainably and more frequently, both online and offline (thanks to Beacons
in particular).

[source :  Line]

[source :  Facebook]
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Finally, as WeChat has already done, LINE is trying to set up payment in-app.
To that end, LINE is working with the Japanese banks on payment without
currencies, loyalty points and more besides… LINE has also formed a
partnership with JCB to introduce a physical credit card in Japan.

We have said it over and over again, social networks and their respective
messaging services play an important part in our digital life through their
instant interaction and the possibility of reaching lots of people at once!

That is why the brands need to regain control over their customers to avoid
being bypassed!
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6.3 WATSON TO THE RESCUE OF RETAIL? EMBRACE THE ALGORITHMS!

“In this new era of customer engagement, what could make the difference is a
unique experience with convincing customization of the brand, wherever the
customer may be”, says Harriet Green, Chief Executive Officer of IBM Watson
Customer Engagement.

IBM has just acquired Expert Personal Shopper (XPS), a technology of the
digital group Fluid. It is a "personal shopper", i.e. a smart bot , which learns
the catalogue of a retailer then make conversation by answering visitors'
questions and expectations. Eventually it will replace the expertise and
advice of a sales assistant and give web users a seamless shopping
experience.

Virginia Rometty, IBM CEO
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6.3.1 | Under Armour: ‘Healthbox, your connected fitness box’

Under Armour surprised everyone with its gigantic stand at CES 2017 called
‘Healthbox, your connected fitness box’! While it showcased its clothes and
other products, above all it wanted to evangelize its UA Record app.

Under Armour has used IBM Watson to create a health monitoring application
called UA Record. It monitors and analyses training sessions, sleep data and
nutrition, while importing data from other fitness monitoring applications
(Fitbit, Apple watch, etc.). The major advantage of the fitness monitoring

application stems from its ability to make personalized recommendations on
nutrition and training advice. By recording all this everyday data on the athlete,
this AI will become a virtual coach, without the athlete needing to go to the
gym. This experience creates a daily intimacy with the consumer, collects a
huge amount of data and thereby pushes the most appropriate products to the
customer in good time.

The sports brand thus provides customers with a framework based on their
data, as well as on the results of other people having similar health and/or
fitness profiles. It also exploits nutritional, physiological and behavioural
databases.
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This approach is all the more powerful as Under Armour has just launched
connected shoes called ‘Record Equipped running shoes’. These wearables
can measure your muscular fatigue in real time and via UA Record guide you
as closely as possible during your sports session. Many other items of sports
equipment will become connected.

So as to never leave its customer, Under Armour is in the process of creating
an all-connected ‘closed loop’ ecosystem!

6.3.2 | Fossil

During the CES 2017, the Texan watches brand Fossil, which produces about
30 million watches a year, announced the launch of over 300 connected
devices, thereby doubling its current output.

Last year, Fossil had already launched 140 smart watches in partnership with
well-known luxury brands like Marc Jacobs and Burberry or sports brands like
Adidas.

This new strategy follows on from the 260 million-dollar acquisition of Misfit
(which we reported in 2013) in November 2015, which is a trail-blazing start-
up making Fitbit-type connected bracelets.

These new models will have the following attributes: fitness, with a cardiac 
monitor analysing heartbeats (BPM) according to intensity of effort; and a 
GPS. 

By 2020, Smartwatch Group predicts that watch manufacturers will be making 
more money with connected watches than with traditional watches. Fossil 
changes course and becomes a ‘software’ company!
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6.3.3 | Wayblazer, your trip is mine.

Wayblazer draws on the IBM Watson technology for the travel industry.
Wayblazer concentrates on the linguistic recognition API to analyse clues and
the triggers of the traveller's searches. The advantage lies in the provision of
personalized recommendations. The AI technology will offer personalized
experiences each user. It could choose a hotel or destination without requiring
the user to run an extensive search.
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[source :  Wayblazer]
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6.3.4 | Macy's on call

The Macy's On Call application combines Watson's cognitive computing and
indoor positioning software. It answers in real time customers' questions
asked in store and guides them through the store to the desired brand or
garment size.If a product is unavailable, Watson's intelligence combined with
merchandising and restocking software can guide the customer to a similar
product that includes all his basic wishes.

6.3.5 | 1-800-Flowers.com

The digital florist and the gist company have invested in Watson to create
GWYN, a virtual gift concierge. GWYN "intuitively guides customers throughout
their experience to help them choose the perfect gift", to quote a press release
of the company. GWYN can interpret questions like “I'm looking for a gift for
my wife” then ask related questions about the occasion and the sentiment in
order to make reliable suggestions.
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[source :  Macys]

[source :  1-800-Flowers.com]

On 1800flowers.com, XPS
bears a name, "Gwyn", then
introduces herself: "I'm here to
help you find the perfect gift".
Then the search commences in
interaction with the web user...
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6.3.6 | The North Face: your personal intelligent shopper

The outdoor equipment chain The North Face has launched an online shopping
assistant using the Watson artificial intelligence robot. This AI has been
developed by software giant IBM, a partner of the brand.

Expert Personal Shopper asks the web site's customers questions to
understand precisely what they are looking for, for instance by asking things
like “where and when will you be using this jacket?”.

Expert personal shopper has been constructed and tested with and for the
sportswear brand The North Face, which states: "Traditionally, web users
doing their online shopping are assisted by static solutions. They can use
filters to browse a site's product catalogue. We wanted to develop a dynamic
approach based on exchanges of questions and answers”.

The result is conclusive: users of the tool convert their visits into purchases
more than those who do not have the tool.

The retail chain wishes to explore other ways of using the technology, as it
offers numerous possibilities: purchasing online, planning an appointment or
contacting a call centre employee...
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6.3.7 | Digital Tire Journey by Sears

The 124 year-old store chain Sears draws on the Watson AI to revitalize its
tyre sector. It has more than 1000 listed products. The AI-activated
application called Digital Tire Journey prompts the customer to ask non-
technical questions like ‘I want reliable tyres in wet weather for my Volvo ‘. As
the questions and Watson's answers in natural language progress, the latter
finds the tyres that best meet the driver's requirements.

Brian Kaner, President of Sears Auto Centers, says: “The Digital Tire Journey is
an innovative service that helps customers cut through the clutter while
integrating digital, mobile and online with in-store shopping,”

6.3.8 | Staples Button or the Alexa of a single brand?

The office supplies retail chain Staples is testing the Easy Button technology,
which closely resembles the office version of Alexa or Google Home, with five
companies in Austin, Texas. It plans to extend the test to more than 100
companies by the middle of the year and fully deploy the service by the end of
the year, explains Staples technology manager Masud.

Developed by IBM's Watson, the button was inevitably the star exhibit on IBM's
stand. The button features voice recognition and when pressed you are ready
to place an order, just like Amazon's Alexa! Easy button can also be ported to
smartphones through a specific app.

With the addition of the IBM Watson technology, office managers can do
virtually anything by just pressing the button: replenish coffee stocks, find the
number of a printer technician or order a pizza for the office.
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6.4 BRANDS ARE BECOMING SOFTWARE

6.4.1 | Mattel as close as possible to its customers.

Developed with Qualcomm and Microsoft, Mattel has decided, according to
Robb Fujioka, product manager at Mattel, to create Aristote, “a technological
platform that evolves and develops with the child”

Aristote is representative of many hubs on show at the CES. It is based on
Microsoft's Cortana artificial intelligence. This loudspeaker or connected hub
adapts to the profile of its counterpart. Its artificial intelligence can propose
interactive games, answer questions or even read stories. For Robb Fujioka,
"Our approach in respect of artificial intelligence was: how can we educate and
amuse children?". Cortana is one of the most advanced artificial intelligence
systems in the world. Indeed, it is the same as the one used by Wechat. It can
understand the language and the approximations of children.

While we repeatedly use the term ‘digital personal shopper’, for Aristote, we
could talk of a ‘digital personal nurse’!

All questions (e.g. about duties, etc.) are collected and interpreted by
Microsoft, through Bing smart searches and Cortana conversational analysis.

According to Mattel, Aristote is also designed to identify and react naturally to
the game. In the near future Mattel is planning for toy cars. They will connect
via NFC or maybe through OCR recognition.

Aristote will sell for 300 dollars by the middle of the year. Costing twice as
much as Amazon Echo or Google Home, its future success is by no means
guaranteed.
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6.4.2 | L’Oréal as close as possible to its customers' scalp

Through French company Withings, specialists in connected objects, L’Oréal
has developed a model of connected brush branded Kérastase.

Developed by Withings in collaboration with L'Oréal Research & Innovation's
Tech Incubator, the brush features numerous sensors. They assess the quality
and nature of the hair and measure the effects of haircare products.

According to Withings Chair and CEO Cédric Hutchings, “our expertise consists
in tracking everyday gestures to collect health parameters”. A way for the
cosmetics giant to recommend the best haircare products according to the
level of analysis.

With the real-time feedback of this information objective, the brand could pre-
empt products suited very different situations: greasy or damaged hair?
Straight or curly hair? Premature hair loss? Fragile hair?

Beyond this intimacy between the brand and the customer, there is a potential
market of several billion euros!

For Guive Balloch, manager of L'Oréal Research & Innovation's Tech Incubator,
the integration of technological innovations relies on sound partnerships: “We
prefer to work with companies that are already big names in tech, rather than
trying to become a technology group”

Guive Balloch adds, “We are starting to experiment with the benefits of
artificial intelligence in the world of connected objects for our customers. This
will become a key area for improving the user experience”.

The brush, which will be marketed in mid-2017, was awarded the International
Prize for Innovation at the CES 2017.
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This is not the L’Oréal group's first venture.

During the summer of 2016 and through its pharmacy brand La Roche
Posay, L’Oréal launched My UV Patch. It featured a connected UV sensor
adapted to sensitive skin. It calculated its wearer's sunshine capital.
Depending on the result, it recommended the right sun lotion for the user's
skin.

A new era is thus starting in cosmetics, with the possibility of offering
increasingly personalized care products ideally suited to the real needs of
consumers.

6.4.3 | IFTTT or automation of pre-programmed desire according to Tesco!

Launched in 2011, the automation service IFTTT (“If This Then That”)
offers a very large number of combinations for automating interactions
between different platforms and applications. Certain brands have clearly
understood its advantages and are starting to use it!

Its configuration possibilities are endless! To be able to offer this free
service, Tesco has created its channel on IFTTT (IfThisThenThat). Free,
easy and effective, IFTTT helps consumers automate certain tasks by
linking them to available data on 'channels' (social media, connected
objects, web applications and services) they have subscribed to.
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To benefit from ‘automated scenarios’, you only need to connect your
Tesco account to that of IFTTT. The retailer offers various different
scenario (see photo below). But customers can create their own shortcuts
if they wish.

For instance, ‘if the price of a particular product falls below a certain
threshold, add it to my shopping list’. The range of possibilities is endless.

Tesco has simply made its APIs available to the leading automation engine
of our web life: IFTTT.

Ultimately, Tesco's aim is indeed to retrieve as many insights as possible
on its customers to better understand their daily life and expectations and
thereby develop appropriate services.

Customers love it 
and ask for more options on Twitter!

Home Depot has also adopted IFFT to automate a number of tasks for its
customers.

As well as Tesco, Best Buy, Home Depot, eBay or BMW are trail-blazers in
this respect. For the German car manufacturer, it is a matter of making life
easier for drivers equipped with the ConnectedDrive system. Children
receive a text when their parents are approaching the school, the garage
light comes on when the car approaches, etc.

The underlying idea is always to use the consumer' “web life” data to make
life easier. Something that Tesco confirms: “with the rise of connected
home devices we’ve been doing a variety of experiments to help serve
shoppers a little better every day”.

[source :  Tesco]

[source :  Twitter]
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6.4.4 | Your size as an ID

Sizeright (seen in the innovation section of the NRF) is an easy and safe
solution allowing consumers to take their measurements accurately thanks to
3D scan technology on an iPhone.

As sizes vary according to model and brand, it isn't always easy to know what
size clothes to buy on e-commerce sites or in stores. But as each brand knows
the precise measurements of its models, we simply need to know our
measurements to shop without fitting or nasty surprises.

We know that sizes vary enormously between brands, clearly demonstrating a
glaring lack of a standard in the profession, leaving consumers in a quandary
whenever they order.

Two years ago the retail chain Normal via its app suggested that you take a
photo of your ears to determine their exact size then within 48 hours printed
out customized and fitted audio earphones. The Sizeright solution proposes
the same concept for your shoe size that will be the standard, or your size ID
for all sites affiliated to the young start-up.

The idea is subtle, when one considers that of the 30% of shoes returned to
online stores, 80% of them are returned because they are the wrong size!

Web users will have the option of deciding for themselves the services with
which their size details will be exchanged. This presages the creation of a
digital ecosystem in which the use of this data will be open to a selection of
players. We can but wish them to become the Facebook Connect of sizes or
the digital ID by size for the services of brands!
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Your Google ID is your personal shopper

At the beginning of this part we referred to Google Assistant as the shopper's
regular companion. The latter may add a new function to offer even more
relevant advice!

We have spoken of the digital ID (the next customer acquisition and retention
vector) with Amazon ID in the part (Amazon, etc.). Google for its part
proposes the use of personal behavioural data by joining forces with a brand
owned by H&M to create a personalized dress.

The project, developed by Google and Ivyrevel (the brand's name), is called
‘Coded Couture’.

At the Google I/O conference in May 2016, Google has presented Awareness
API, which allows Android applications to use a user's personal and
behavioural data (if the latter consents) to become even more precise and
ubiquitous in its recommendations.

The API knows where you were, what you were doing, what was nearby while
you were on the move (stores, restaurants, etc.), how much time you spent in
each of these paces, whether or not it was work-related (Google Calendar),
the weather, the date, etc. The Coded Couture functionality was constructed
around all this data.
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According to Google, the contextual data collected after a one week cycle
suffices and is transmitted to an algorithm that can create an dress entirely
personalized by the associated brand. The product would then be directly
ordered via Google Wallet on the Android smartphone.

[source :  Ivyrevel ]
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6.5 AUTOMOTIVE AS A PLATFORM!

AS we have seen in previous years, the AAFA are determined to integrated into
cars via their different software applications. Since 2014, Google has started
to be integrated on board cars with Android Auto, as Apple has with CarPlay.
Each of these OSs can access the different services available on their
smartphones

Furthermore, after Google and Apple, Amazon in turn is inviting itself on board
cars. Its weapon is Alexa, its voice agent. This weekend Volkswagen
announced that it will be the first car manufacturer to include this concierge
service entirely controlled by Alexa, natively in its vehicles.

However, not all car manufacturers are in favour of such ecosystems
inasmuch as the servware layer will be driven by its web giants. Manufacturers
are afraid of losing substantial margins, being bled dry and becoming a mere
vehicle for value-added services.

The emancipation of the driverless car is forcing car manufacturers (see above
table) to review their models by banking more on ergonomics, the interior and
above all the services on offer.
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6.5.1 | SmartDeviceLink: or the beginning of independence from AAFA

Moreover, certain car manufacturers clearly intend to liberate themselves
from the tech giants. Ford and Toyota have announced the creation of a
consortium called SmartDeviceLink (SDL), an open source software
platform with which they aim to develop their own open source solutions
for integrating applications into vehicles.

PSA, Mazda, Suzuki and Fuji Heavy Industries have decided to join the
consortium, which already includes equipment manufacturers like
Elektrobit, Luxoft and Xevo.

6.5.2 | Watson and General Motors: my car as a platform of services

While Watson featured prominently with retailers at the NRF Big Show, IBM
announced that in 2017 its AI will be integrated in the vehicles of the
American General Motors brand.

The American giant will endow its virtual assistant OnStar (on the
dashboard screen or via a mobile app) with the contextual intelligence
provided by Watson. While we increasingly talk of cognitive commerce, it is
the ambition of both these players to create the "first cognitive mobility
platform for the car".

While OnStar was already capable of suggesting services in the vicinity of
the vehicle, such as filling stations or restaurants, or call the emergency
services in the event of an accident (you will recall that 20 years ago
General Motors released its first models equipped with OnStar, an
assistance system whereby the driver can communicate with advisers via a
satellite connection at any time), Watson's AI will allow this connected
assistant to become relevant, for instance by calculating in real time the
least energy-hungry route when the fuel tank or battery is nearly empty;
suggest going to a garage if there is the risk of a breakdown; giving driving
advice in adverse weather conditions ... And last but not least, voice
recognition will be standard practice in the V3 (see photo opposite)

[source :  Ford]
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Furthermore, thanks to Watson's machine learning, OnStar Go will become
increasingly intelligent with each trip and refine its suggestions according to
the driver's habits.

Based on global positioning, context and the driver's habits, GM could become
the interactive service-centric platform between a brand and the drivers of its
connected vehicles. So retailers, cinemas, supermarket, hotels (i.e. businesses
in the vicinity) will be as close as possible to consumers/drivers. As we see on
the screenshot below, taken at the presentation of General Motors and IBM
Watson, the services are wide-ranging and concern numerous sectors!

Just like the giants of the web, General Motors intends to become a veritable
service-centric hub!

What is more, General Motors has just incorporated Mastercard in its on-board
payment system to streamline payments to ExxonMobil, iHeart radio and
Parkopedia, which are among the first partners of the brand.
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In the graphic below we see that General Motors is branding itself as a
veritable service platform by intruding in a number of sectors through its
Onstar platform!

6.5.3 | Fiat Chrysler: Portal concept car.

At CES 2017, Fiat Chrysler launched the Portal concept car, a car designed by
‘Millennials for Millennials”. Its main innovations are recognition of the car's
owner via a smartphone; customization of the in-car experience (seat
adjustment, etc.) via facial recognition and biometrics (recognition of natural
language) and the possibility of displaying and sharing content on a
community screen. Last but not least, Chrysler's portal will be connected to the
smart home and offer a mobile commerce platform including the Apple Pay
and Samsung Pay payment systems, on the model of General Motors with
Onstar.

[source :  Echangeur]

[source :  Fiat]
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6.5.4 | Audi has sold its soul to the BATs

Audi has formed partnership with Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent to develop
services for its connected cars of the future. These partnerships will focus on
the development of certain types of expertise.

Alibaba will provide Audi vehicles with up-to-date traffic data integrated in real
time with 3D high resolution cards.

As part of its partnership with Baidu, Audi will launch Baidu CarLife (the
equivalent of Apple's carlife) in its range of local models in 2017.

Audi is also working with Tencent to provide WeChat MyCar services
integrated into several of its models. You may remember that WeChat
represents more than 800 million active users.

Audi's Chinese chairman Joachim Wedler has stated: "China has become a
leading market for digital technologies. Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent are robust
innovators. We are determined to work with them on features for the
connected car of the future."

Admittedly Audi takes the best there is in China, but is it not selling its soul to
the devil by routing all its data through the BATs?
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Conclusion

Isn't time the challenge in this radical transformation of the entire economy?
Time has shrunk. The giants, like Amazon, are rapidly deploying their
economic model with power. They are leaving many established players by the
wayside through their capacity to aggregate services with their powerful web
services under cover of AI.

Nevertheless, brands like Under Amour, L’Oréal and Mattel among others are
reacting by creating connected products to penetrate the intimacy of their
customers and collect information on them, and in return provide them with a
real benefit.

Many industry players are already positioning themselves to become service-
centred platforms based on AI. That is the case for the car manufacturers, on
the model of General Motors, which in conjunction with the IBM Watson IA has
created the "first cognitive mobility platform for the car" guaranteeing
contextual services that anticipate different situations.

Clearly the brands, retail chains and car manufacturers are reacting positively.
However they will have to keep pace with these giants!

[source :  Tesco]

[source :  Digitalist Magazine]
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“Everything is software, you no longer need to worry about machines, yeah?”

This cheerful phrase, spoken in a hoarse and determined voice on the stage of
the Lisbon websummit, is that of Dr. Werner Vogel, Amazon's CTO, whose tee
shirt modestly states “Werner against the machine”.

This man doesn't do things by halves, and under his American teenager's size
XXL tee shirt (matching that of his group) hides Amazon's number 2, the man
who oversees and who created the group's IT infrastructure including Amazon
web services, Amazon Echo, Alexa… namely the technological template that
aggregates and sets in motion all Amazon's consumer services.

He is also a poet: “The majority of the functionality of applications no longer
lives on devices, they are just windows into data”, referring to the all-
connected and not necessarily through common devices. For Werner, access
to information, products or services must be transparent, ubiquitous and
immediate, under the guise of AI!

A conviction confirmed by Google CEO Sundar Pichai!

Isn't it Dr. Werner who is behind Alexa, Amazon Echo and Amazon Dash?

Admittedly everything is connected, but who better than Amazon to centralize
all its connected objects. Bartner forecasts that there will be 20.7 billion
connected objects in the world in 2020, or even 38.5 billion according to
Juniper Research. So Amazon has rapidly pre-empted the different strata of
the IoT value chain to become unavoidable around its AWS (Amazon web
services), which is giving birth to AWS IOT in this early part of 2017!

But before evoking the beginnings of this ubiquitous and ultra-connected
world of Amazon, let's first focus on this empire, a marketplace of which we
only know the visible part.
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7.1 AMAZON, A COVETED YET LITTLE-KNOWN EMPIRE!

While most people start searching for products to purchase on the Google
search engine, every year this premise is increasingly challenged. As the graph
below shows, in 2015, 44% of initial product searches were performed on
Amazon against 34% for search engines like Google (graph 1). 2016 confirms
this trend, as searches on Amazon now represent 55% against 28% for Google,
up 11%!

7.2 Capitalization is good!

Amazon's 355.9 billion capitalization represents more than the total value of
all the main so-called ‘Bricks and Mortar’ American retailers; The latter only
represent 297.8 billion dollars, compared with the Internet giant.
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[source :  Yahoo Finance]

[source :  wall street journal]

[source :  Yahoo Finance]
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7.3 LOGISTICS BECOMES MINE!

After cargo aircraft (20 Boeings and 767 freighter planes hired to date),
container ships and drones, at the end of 2016 Amazon launched its ocean
carrier activities. Since October 2016, more than 150 containers have already
been shipped from Chinese factories to Amazon's warehouses in the United
States. Not to mention Amazon's numerous drone delivery and locker fitting
out initiatives. Amazon really wants to create its own supply chain.

Cutting transport costs is one of the company's primary objectives, as its
service providers (see graph showing trends in their prices below) eat into the
American giant's margins by around 3% in the United States (source : Wall
Street Journal).

With the passing years, Amazon is spinning its logistics web, in particular with
its warehouses in the USA, reaching more than 40% of the population within a
20-mile radius in 2016 against 2% in 2005.

Amazon wants to create its own supply chain and cut delivery times to become 
indispensable with its Prime deliveries.

To sum up, all these innovations have but one aim: ‘everything, everywhere, all 
the time’.
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7.4 AMAZON AND BANK CARDS: AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO THE BANK
AND TO ITS REGULAR CUSTOMERS

During the course of 2017, Amazon in partnership with Chase will offer a free
bank card to its Prime subscribers in the United States, the "Prime Rewards
Visa Card".

The Amazon Prime service offers its subscribers:

- Unlimited storage of photos, unlimited streaming of music, films and series.

- One-day or even one-hour delivery (in Paris, last June).

You will recall that according to Consumer Intelligence Research, Amazon
Prime has 65 million users just in the United States, namely nearly 20% of the
American population, a not inconsiderable proportion!

All the more so as American adult subscribers pay 99 dollars a year and
student subscribers pay half that amount. And above all, Amazon Prime
members spend 1200 dollars on average every year, against 500 dollars for
non-members! So it is in Amazon's interest to pamper them with this type of
new offer!
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This card offers its Prime subscribers a raft of benefits!

They get up to 5% back (cashback system) on purchases made with the new
Amazon card, even if they are not made on its marketplace!

Furthermore, Prime subscribers get a 5% reduction on products purchased on
Amazon.com, 2% in restaurants, pharmacies and filling stations, and 1% in all
other stores (we have no information on potential partnerships).

Last but not least, products purchased from outside the USA are not charged
and the card will also include 24/7 assistance and travel insurance!

This card ‘made in Amazon’ will help the giant learn more about its ‘Prime’
subscribers outside its own marketplace by collecting open onto on all their
purchases, including those not made on its site. Many retailers will no doubt
want to join this enrolment programme if adoption of this card takes off!

7.4 AMAZON DASH OR ‘THE CHANNEL LIKE A PRODUCT’

Amazon has long accustomed us to one-click orders on its site, as your
address and bank card are stored in your own customer account. Amazon
wants to simplify the process even more by getting the product to place the
order.

With Amazon Dash, you no longer need to log on to Amazon's web site to find
the product to order: you just need to press a physical and branded button
once to automatically place the order (below: the set-up process).
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Amazon Dash started migrating to the products themselves in 2016. It has
entered into contracts with more than 150 brands to incorporate its
replenishment button directly into their printers, dishwashers and filter jugs…

Moreover, an API now enables all manufacturers to connect their Dash
Replenishment Service directly.

Although this kitchen is visibly covered with Amazon Dash Buttons, they are
not yet found in all our rooms, no doubt because we aren't yet totally prepared
for this new consumption process. Amazon has launched a fully configurable Dash Button, the AWS IoT Enterprise

Program, which anyone, whether business or consumer users, can configure to
perform specific actions. The range of possibilities is endless. These new
connected buttons can already order a Uber, control Philips Hue lights bulb,
order pizzas or even make a donation to an association.

On the Amazon site concerning the AWS IoT Enterprise: “You can for instance
press the button to unlock or start your car, open your garage door, call a taxi,
call your spouse or a customer service, monitor domestic chores, medication
to be taken and the use of household products, or remotely control your
household appliances. You can integrate it into third-party APIs like those of
Twitter, Facebook, Twilio, Slack, or even the applications of your own
company.”

Amazon has disclosed very few figures about the success of this button; that
said, it confirms that Amazon is in the process of creating an ecosystem in the
Internet of Things aimed at simplifying the path to purchase!
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7.5 HEY ALEXA WHAT’S NEW? ALEXA BEYOND SHOPPING, A SERVICE-
CENTRIC HUB!

"Voice will become the new standard user interface". "This will be the next major
upheaval in computing"

David Isbitski Chief Evangelist, Alexa and Echo

Amazon's virtual assistant Alexa represents the main template for integration
of the American giant's service-centric ecosystem into your everyday
existence. It is an integral part of your interior and intrudes into all your living
spaces with its latest offering: the dot.

The sales model resembles the sale of a pack of beers! $49.99 sold singly,
whereas a pack of six costs $249.99 (so you get one for free) and can cover all
the rooms in the home.

The number of Amazon Echos continues to grow as the years go by; 1.6 million
of them were estimated to have been sold in the USA by mid-2016.
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7.6 THE NEW SECTORS IMPACTED BY ALEXA!

On Alexa store one can find around 3000 services available for consumers.

7.6 Cars

This year Alexa has added 3 new motor industry giants: Hyundai, Volkswagen
and BMW in addition to Ford.

With Alexa connected to Echo, users in their vehicles can connect to connected
objects in their home, according to Volkswagen. When connected to the Cloud,
Alexa allows drivers to search for music on Amazon's music platform and ask
“Alexa, open the gate”, or “Alexa, close the garage door” directly from one's
car. Moreover, Alexa will be 100% connected with the vehicle: e-Golf (electric)
drivers will for instance be able to check the charge level of their battery.

The German manufacturer has gone further than its competitors. While Ford,
BMW and Hyundai have also integrated Alexa into their connected vehicles,
users need to use their smartphone and an Alexa mobile app to use the voice
agent. Whereas Volkswagen has integrated it natively.
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Alexa is even being adopted by existing technological service providers in the
motor industry. In 2016, Logitech launched an Android mobile app called ‘Zero
Touch’ (59 dollars), which among other things features a navigation system.
And above all it makes one's car connected.

Logitech, the Swiss peripherals and software giant has announced it is
improving its application by integrating the Alexa voice agent. This proves that
Amazon's artificial intelligence is greatly appreciated in the automotive
industry.

Beyond home automation referred to earlier, its core business is e-commerce.
A tired consumer on his way home and stuck in traffic will be able to order food
from Amazon directly through Alexa!

7.7 BANKING CAPITAL ONE, VIRGINIA CREDIT UNION

Alexa has already won over the world of banking, in particular Capital One ad
Virginia Credit Union in 2106.

On Capital One for instance, this is the kind of question you can ask about your
bank account

For your credit card:

“How much did I spend at Target last month ?”

“What’s my current credit card balance ?”

“When is my credit card bill due ?”

“To pay my credit card bill.”

For your bank accounts:

“What’s my checking account balance ?”

“What are my recent transactions ?”

For your auto loan:

“What’s my car loan principal balance ?”

“What's my payoff quote ?”

“When is my car loan due ?”

“To pay my car loan bill.”

And what if Alexa could make the bank more friendly and above all more
attuned to its customers? According to this Google survey with NGDATA (US
only), that is not yet the case. Less than 30% of those polled think that their
bank offers them the right products.
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If banks seriously want to provide the same type of customization and the net
giants, they will have to adopt artificial intelligence very quickly.

Intense competition from fintech companies may be a way of stimulating
them, all the more so as the latter have more and more access to bank data
through aggregators and open-source APIs. These include PFM start-ups
(Bankin? Linxo, etc.).

Furthermore, the European directive on payment services (PSD2) will force
banks to share their customer data with third parties!

"Over the past ten years, banks have amassed a lot of data and they don't yet
know what to do with it”, according to Abuaf. It's not that they are incapable,
it's primarily because until now they have concentrated on regulatory issues.“

Will Amazon come to the rescue of banks to customize their offers through
Alexa?

Santander InnoVentures (the venture capital group of the Santander bank) did
not wait for Amazon. It has acquired equity interests in Personetics
Technologies, a company that provides an automated customer service,
Gridspace, with software that can learn and interpret language as a human
would.

7.8 INSURANCE QUESTIONS? ASK ALEXA!

Insurance also adopted Alexa in 2016. The lucky ones are Liberty Mutual and
Safeco in the USA
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It is patently obvious that Alexa aims to conquer all sectors. The diagram
below proves this:

7.9 AI AS A SERVICE FOR YOU OR THE SUPEREGO OF THE 21ST CENTURY

On the occasion of its AWS event at the end of 2016, Amazon delivered a range
of 3 services around AI. These services revolve around image recognition,
language synthesis and the development of a chatbot for a third party. As is
often the case, Amazon develops in-house, uses it in-house then develops it as
a Platform as a Service!

7.9.1 | Amazon Lex

Amazon Lex is a tool for designing conversational interfaces based on voice
and text that use the same deep learning technologies as those used by Alexa.
It can rapidly and easily generate sophisticated conversational bots using
natural language (“chatbots”). Bots based on Amazon Lex will also be
integrated into third-party applications through APIs, like Salesforce,
Facebook Messenger, etc. By making use of the Amazon IoT service, "with
Amazon Lex one could even consider devising voice control scenarios with
connected objects", according to Werner Vogels.

"This is about bringing intelligence into your applications and your business"
according to Matt Wood, head of AWS strategy.
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Developers could thus construct applications that interact with the user by
voice or text, in a natural manner in the form of a conversation.

Last but not least, Matt Wood states that a simple verbal request could be
made to a device featuring LEX for a holiday including sea and pine trees.
Amazon Lex will use a database of images to let the user view destinations
that could be suitable. In concrete terms, Amazon Lex is connected to all AWS
services!

7.9.2 | Amazon Rekognition

Image recognition based on deep machine learning

The Amazon Rekognition service is centred on image analysis and more
particularly the recognition of objects, scenes, images and faces. It is
programmed to perform processes in real time or on high volumes of images.
It can also recognize emotions on faces. Developers can use it to make their
applications a little more secure through facial recognition or even to swiftly
scan a photo database and index them with tags. "You can use Rekognition in
a number of contexts requiring authentication and security. You can compare
a face on a camera to make a badge. You can do visual surveillance, search
photos for objects or centres of interest" says Aws Technical Evangelist Jeff
Barr! This tool may well be major authentication tool for consumers, and why
not a digital ID database!
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GOOGLE BRAIN

Google is currently working on a deep learning technology (deep mind) to
develop a software application that smooths blurred images. This consists in
the computer "suggesting" new pixels. The artificial intelligence analyses a
poor quality image and attempts to redraw it as it might have been had its
definition been sharper, either by reconstructing it or rather by
complementing it to tend towards the real photo. One can imagine the huge
potential it offers for identifying and authenticating people in their digital
lives.
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The image recognition error rate has fallen from 28% to 7% in the space of 10
years. The voice recognition error rate has fallen from 26% to 4% and in the
years to come one can expect error rates to be minimal.

7.9.3 | Amazon Polly

Amazon Polly can convert text into an audio recording (with 47 possible
voices). Polly is an Amazon AI service that uses advanced deep learning
technologies to synthesize a voice that sounds like a human one. Amazon
Polly offers particularly fast response times, which are needed for interactive
dialogues in real time.[s
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Amazon Machine Learning: an automatic scalable learning service for
developers.

Amazon Machine Learning is a service that facilitates the use of machine
learning technologies for developers of all levels. It provides the tools and
viewing assistants that guide them through the process of creating machine
learning models, without needing to master its algorithms and complex
technologies. When the models are ready, Amazon Machine Learning easily
obtains predictions for your application with the aid of simple APIs, without
needing to apply code to generate customized predictions or manage an
infrastructure.

Amazon's ambition is indeed to become the must-have AI Platform as a
Service (AWS IOT) for businesses or even individuals, and thereby become the
guarantor of the algorithmic ecosystem that will take shape in the years to
come! Amazon wants to make the connected world intelligent and responsive,
a very pragmatic algorithmic vision.[source :  Gizmodo]

[source :  Gizmodo]

[source :  Benedict Evans]
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The new Alexa-type personal assistants primarily use voice commands as a
control tool.

As already mentioned, this sector is monopolized by Amazon with its Echo
(very conspicuous at the trade show), followed closely by Google Home -
released in 2016) and by Microsoft with its virtual assistant Cortana
incorporated into Harman Kardon.

At the CES 2017 Lenovo launched its own Smart Assistant, which features
Amazon Alexa.

LG Electronics launched its own Hub at the CES 2017, and also a Hub Robot,
which targets the same market as Amazon Echo and Google Home, except that
they are linked to Amazon's Alexa service.

Still with the robot assistants, even Chinese company Ubtech robotics with its
Lynx robot features Alexa!

7/ Amazon : industrialization of life
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7.10 TALK TO YOUR SMART FRIDGE, SMART WASHING MACHINE VIA
ALEXA …

As we saw earlier, LG has incorporated Alexa into its own personal assistant;
Whirlpool has announced an Amazon Alexa collaboration, with which it is
inaugurating a collection of voice-activated household appliances! With this
system, users can for instance ask Alexa to start or stop their washing
machine or tumble drier cycle, start, set and stop the oven timer, or even ask
what the temperatures in the fridge currently are.

[source :  Cnet]

[source :  Echangeur]
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7.11 THE OTHER HUBS IN THE FACE OF ALEXA OR VICE VERSA NVIDIA CEO
Jen-Hsun Huang Spot has announced a box based on voice recognition that
controls home automation objects in the home. It is compatible with Google
Home.

Ukrainian start-up RnD64 presented its Hello Egg: an object that you can
dialogue with, like Amazon Alexa, but specialized in assisting the user to
prepare cooking recipes and the related shopping, through the Eggspert
application. Its built-in mini screen displays pictures of the ingredients to use
in preparations.

In France, Holi with its connected alarm clock called ‘Bonjour’, and MYXYTY
stood out at the CES, with their sophisticated AI (without Alexa) and their
extensive range of related services.

Thanks to its artificial intelligence, this radio-alarm dialogues with all family
members and with other connected objects in the home. It can also wake you
up with your favourite Spotify or Deezer playlist. Last but not least, Bonjour
can also display on its small LCD screen your sports performance stored on
your FitBit.
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You can also check traffic conditions on a predefined route. This alarm clock
adapts to the environment to determine whether you can snooze for a few
more minutes. As such it is an Alexa “made in France”, but at the moment
without an ecosystem worthy of the name! As we know and repeat every year,
France has no cause to be jealous of other countries in terms of technological
innovation. And yet, it struggles in creating powerful ecosystems modelled on
the American and Chinese giants.

La Poste presented its connected personal assistant (designed by French
company Myxyty) that can have natural conversations with its owner and
control various smart objects in the home. It can be contacted in real time.

Currently the “Veiller sur mes parents” project (Look after my parents) is in the
experimental phase. One can query Georges to ask the postman to do a favour,
like going to fetch some medication. When an order is placed through Georges,
he forwards it instantaneously to the postman's smartphone. The latter can
then plan it into his round. For the time being, through Georges La Poste is
spotlighting its neighbourhood services. However, on the model of Alexa it
could incorporate other group services such as consulting one's post office
bank account, making purchases, etc. (see diagram below). This prospect is all
the more feasible as the group has created its own digital identity. This will let
customers switch from one service to another without needing to authenticate
themselves at each level of the customer experience.

[source :  MYXYTY]
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7.12 HOME SERVICE OR THE EVANGELIZATION OF ALEXA!

On the basis of the following diagram, 67 start-ups have come onto the market
to make our homes smarter, not counting the leading names already well-
established like Somfy or Legrand. Ultimately there are many and complex
market offerings for consumers.
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With its Home Services, for 10 dollars Amazon will guide you through this
confusing smart home offering and promises to make our life easier by
centralizing all our devices through Alexa.

To that end you can make an appointment with a specialist, who will guide you
in setting up your Smart home, getting you to test different devices that are
necessarily compatible with Alexa.

While at a higher level ‘Chief Evangelist, Alexa and Echo’ David Isbitski is
raising BtoB awareness about Alexa, a whole army of preachers is tasked with
spreading the good word!

[source :  Amazon]
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THE SHADOW OF ALIBABA

Amazon was everywhere to be seen, albeit not physically in attendance. On
the other hand its Chinese double, albeit not the subject of all the
conversations, has a stand to demonstrate its strength and more particularly
to present its vision of the future under the guise of its Alibaba Cloud
solutions! On a similar stand inside a space shuttle, Alibaba wanted to
demonstrate its strength in figures and its service-centric dynamic linked to
the IOT!

Alibaba: every year a record! On the occasion of its Global Shopping Festival
on Friday 11 November 2016, Alibaba generated sales of 17.8 billion dollars
in a single day! As much as a quarter of all French e-commerce sales in 2015!
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Alibaba is 10,519 million of profits against 1,622 million for Amazon in 2016.
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THE FRIDGE AS A HUB BY YUNOS HOME

Alibaba illustrated a new service in the Internet of Things (IoT) by presenting
the first Midea refrigerator based on YunOS (operating system developed by
Alibaba). For the record, YunOS is one of the most widespread operating
systems in China. At the CES 2017 they showcased YunOS Home, a series of
applications designed for everyday life in the home.

109

"We open a fridge door, and we also open the door to a smart digital lifestyle
of the future, where hundreds of millions of households in China can enjoy a
different lifestyle", stated Alibaba Group CEO Zhang Yong.

The multi-door refrigerator Midea interacts with users through a 10.1 inch
screen. It offers numerous smart services such as remote control with
smartphones, recognition of its contents (identification produced inside) and
recipe recommendations.

But its most impressive function is image recognition; it recognizes each
family member who stands in front of the refrigerator (it includes a camera).
The software does not content itself with identifying you, it can also collect
data through very exhaustive body scanning. With a related health connected
object, it goes as far as monitoring your body mass index. It then indicates
the trend in your performance. Depending on your BMI target, it will display a
nutritional programme for the coming weeks to help you regain your slim
young body! Recipes can be featured once you have made your choices,
Tmall (Alibaba). And for your shopping, Supermarket places the order with
your Alipay account!

[source :  Echangeur]
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In the near future, when voice recognition is integrated, you'll only need to say
“I want some bananas” and they will be automatically ordered on Tmall,
programmed by default. Why not imagine in the not-too-distant future that
Alibaba will offer you this connected fridge at an exceptional price, but in
return all your data and desires will essentially be handled on the Alibaba
Marketplace! An initial form of life package (referred to in previous editions of
Commerce Reloaded) for health!

Last but not least, and confirming the ‘life package’ notion, YunOS @ Home
will work with various different partners in five key areas of the home: the
kitchen and bathroom, the domestic environment, health…

This table is added to every year. Alibaba is targeting your everyday existence
by clearly infiltrating the home with Yunos Home and constructing its Alibaba
iD under the guise of image recognition linked with the Alipay account. This
will ultimately enable users to navigate seamlessly between its different
services!
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7.13 THE AMAZON WAY OF LIFE!

Amazon is pre-empting all the gaps in our life moments under the guise of AI.
Jeff Bezos's retail operation wants to make our life path smoother and totally
ambient. Alexa is a typical example. On the basis of the diagram below,
Amazon fulfils all the components of a transparent, ubiquitous and seamless
shopping process! It is all the more edifying as Amazon is asserting its digital
ID and reinforcing authentication through advances in biometrics (image
rekognition).

To sum up, through its ecosystem the digital ID (customer authentication) can
achieve these 4 pillars (see diagram opposite):

7.14 AMAZON OR THE EXTENSION OF THE PLATFORM AS A SERVICE

Incredibly the patent filed by Jeff Bezos in 1999 already anticipated the
customer ID! On the right, its current concrete form with ‘buy with 1 click’.

[source :  Echangeur]

[source :  L2]
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So Amazon is working on biometric recognition and is launching payment
cards to achieve increasingly precise authentication of customers outside its
marketplace!

Through AI, Alexa and the Amazon payment card, it will be able to continuously
collect consumers' private or even civic data. Eventually each user's digital ID
will gradually blend into Amazon's service-centric ecosystem.

This data includes:

- Social data

- Customer insight

- Prediction of behaviour

- Anticipation of trends

- Navigation assistance

- Recommendations while navigating

- Richer content

- Personalized relationship

- Customer support

- Robotization of the conversation

[source :  Safran]
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The Mobile Hub Integration AWS is a clear and precise illustration of this:

On the left, all the points of analysis of customers, both their behavioural or
biometric ID and on the left, the connection to Amazon's service ecosystem
(see diagram below)

[source :  Amazon]

[source :  Amazon]
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Conclusion

The construction of this ecosystem attests to an aspiration to control all
spheres of existence. Amazon's Alexa gives us the impression of being
everywhere: on board Ford or Volkswagen vehicles, built into an LG
refrigerator, incorporated into a Whirlpool washing machine, fitted in vacuum
Neato or Samsung cleaners; in partnership with banks and insurers, a genuine
omnipresence. Amazon is not seeking to reproduce the frameworks of the
major long-established conglomerates based on multiplying their industrial
and commercial activities with no direct connection between them.
Through its AWS and AWS IOT, Amazon wants to become a veritable service-
centric hub. Your Amazon ID (which will soon be biometric), your slightest
iterations with the significant increase in smart devices in the home and cars
with data logging capacities will adjust the correctness of contextual
services. Capitalizing on the uninterrupted interactions of life, a veritable
‘industry of life’.

[source :  Peter Stewart Photography]
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ALGORITHMICRACY FOR A MORE SEAMLESS LIFE

The digital revolution is gathering pace with the advent of sensors of all kinds,
connected objects and artificial intelligence.

Smart ecosystems are henceforth endowed with the ability to organize and
provide unprecedented multitask assistance.

The prospects for everyday empowerment exceed our expectations or fears.
They raise many questions, both due to their incursion in the strictest intimacy
of each individual and because of their impact on the equilibrium of all
organizations.

EMPOWERMENT OF OUR ENVIRONMENT SUGGESTS ULTIMATE
FACILITATION

Technological innovation is redrawing our everyday life through increasingly
connected and autonomous technologies, whether it be virtual reality, robots,
chatbots, the connected car, the smart home or even facial or voice
recognition.

For instance, on the model of General Motors and IBM, the driverless car will
carry out its won maintenance. Much of it will be done remotely through the
Onstar platform using the Watson artificial intelligence. The vehicle itself will
decide when to replace certain components. It will drive itself to the right
garage or dealership, going as far as simplifying and automating the buying
act through the partnership with MasterCard!

IT IS LIFE THAT IS CAPTURED AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO OUR INTIMACY

Retroactive and anticipatory systems will offer billions of individual products
and services adjusted to each instant. Actions or emotional states will be
detected and treated in real time. Anything will be possible. Connected objects
will add increasingly personal data to this general collection: body, mattress,
clothes, vehicles (etc.) for the individual, production lines, organization, the
Cloud (etc.) for businesses.

This industry of life already exceeds simple customization of the offer and
engages in a continuous relationship. Products, services and eventually
trusted third parties are discretely infiltrating the very existence of each
individual to generate a connection as addictive as it is legitimate.

THE QUID PRO QUOS OF A MORE COMFORTABLE AND LONGER LIFE

Artificial intelligence also affects our digital identity! All these digital giants are
investing colossal sums in biometric solutions (voice, facial and behavioural
recognition). They simplify safe navigation in their ecosystem and ultimately
contribute to securing our loyalty.

In the field of health, Google's Calico project is edifying. Its ambition is to
create its own diagnoses and therapeutic solutions. The exponential capacities
of data centres and software are engendering cutting-edge medical skills.
Faced with the advances of digital industries and their intrusion into private
life, the State is in the process of losing its status.
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A breach is opening, as in many other areas historically controlled by the
governments of countries. It raises the question of both the future role of
institutional players and that of the Techtitans fresh out of an Orwell or Huxley
novel

TOWARDS ANOTHER MODEL OF CIVILIZATION

The topic of artificial intelligence was also addressed at Davos. The anxiety of
a civilization modelled on integral merchandization of life and automated
organization was the common thread. In 2016 Klaus Schwab, chairman and
founder of the world economic forum, talked of the “fourth industrial
revolution”. One year on, even the giants of Silicon Valley have recognized the
dangers of accelerating technologies. Even Alphabet's founder Sergei Brin now
admits he is “incapable of predicting the incredible possibilities that are
emerging” with these technologies.

Far from being overcautious, governments are in search of modernity and
answers to ambient complexity. They regard these digital giants as the
universal remedy for all economic difficulties. They are bent on hatching “local
Silicon valleys” through start-ups and incubators. By way of example, Ecole 42
created by Xavier Niel in France in 2013, has been praised to the skies!

This novel business model hides a much more far-reaching transformation. A
‘civilizational’ model is in the process of being instituted. It is based on an
algorithmic organization of societies. Algorithms, especially on social media,
present us with content based on our preferences. This system ultimately
confines us in a closed environment, cut off from any opinion.

As such, between the return of populist nationalisms fuelled by distrust of
foreigners and the advent of borderless empires driven by artificial
intelligence … there is no excess!

Where (iD) my mind? … will surely be the major debate in the years to come!

In these troubled times with uncertain and shifting points of reference, the
civic ID struggles to find itself or even reinvent itself.

Faced with these inconsistencies and phenomena of withdrawal, the digital ID
of the Techtitans offers structured, seamless and algorithmic environments
day after day, anticipating our slightest desires.

Will we have to choose?

[source :  Gettyimages]
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TO GO FURTHER

BEST OF TECHNOS 2017

A concentrate of innovative start-ups identified at the 3 leading shows. A real
complement to the 2017 Trend Report.

PRIVATE DEBRIEFING OF COMMERCE RELOADED 2017 

You wish to share the added value of the Commerce Reloaded 2017 trend
report with your staff?

Our experts offer a private debriefing in your premises or at Echangeur's.

For more information, contact:

Nicolas Rousseau
Marketing Manager
nrousseau@echangeur.fr
Tel: +33 6 30 92 94 95 

JOINT THE ECHANGEUR CLUB! 

Your are in retail? Subscribe to the Echangeur Club to benefit from the
following:

- Premium access to market intelligence and analytics content on
Echangeur.fr up to 20 accounts.

- 2 free tickets for each of the 2 Echangeur conferences

- Download access to Echangeur publications

- Invitations to demonstrations of new technologies

- Special rates for Echangeur partnering services (store tours, showroom
visits and innovation workshops)

For more information, contact:

Nicolas Rousseau
Marketing Manager
nrousseau@echangeur.fr
Tel: +33 6 30 92 94 95 
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